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Alienation.

There is no greater chasm for the human soul to cross than that created irrationally and unfairly by the power,

will, perceptions and opinions of others. The elementary school student with the wandering eye, chided by

his peers, knows alienation. The lone proponent of an unpopular view or theory (even when true and some-

times especially when true), knows alienation. The voice of reason in a sea of hatred and lies knows alienation.

But sometimes alienation is an illusion, shaped and formed by an especially malevolent power structure to keep

their tenuous, unjust grip on the reigns of control. If one powerful person tells a group that "the people" consider

them the enemy, then that person not only reduces the target people to a single mass, but alienates them from

some preferred whole of that mass they are separated from. Alienation is not an incidence, and it is not a simple

hiccup in the history of people and cultures. In fact, the noxious stream of alienation flows into the tiny seams be-

tween otherwise closely related people and erodes the human landscape into massive canyons of mis  -

under standing, occasionally filled by oceans of hate, and otherwise slowly eaten at until entire vistas of the land-

scape become scarred pits of forgotten good, lost opportunity and potential greatness. Years pass and new

"enemies" are found, and the erosion grows. The most insidious part of this process is the seductive comfort of

hiding within the greater whole of whatever preferred mass some "other" group is being culled from. It's an illusion.

Streams of alienation change direction, canyons cave inward, and people are washed away. Keep in mind the words

of Martin Niemöller, who wrote, "First they came for the communists, and I didn't speak out because I wasn't a

communist. Then they came for the trade unionists, and I didn't speak out because I wasn't a trade unionist. Then

they came for the Jews, and I didn't speak out because I wasn't a Jew. Then they came for me and there was no

one left to speak out for me." And... Think accordingly. 

Elidegenedés.

Semmi sem kelt nagyobb űrt a lelkünkben annál a nyomásnál, mint amit mások hatalma akarat és véleménye

által keletkezik. Egy kisdiák, aki csapongó tekintettel lép be az általános iskolába, és csak megvetést kap tár-

saitól, tudja, mi az elidegenedés. Egy népszerűtlen elmélet vagy vélemény magányos képviselője, (mégha ha

az igaz is, és pláne akkor, ha tényleg az) tudja, mi az elidegenedés. Aki az értelem hangján szólal meg a gyűlölet

és hazugság tengerében, az tudja, mi az elidegenedés. Mégis ez sokszor csak képzelgés, amelyet leginkább egy

aljas hatalmi rendszer kényszerít ránk, hogy a bizonytalan és jogtalan hatalmát, még jobban megerősíthesse. Mikor

egy uralkodó azt állítja az emberek egy csoportjának, hogy „azok” az ellenségüknek tekintik őket, akkor ezek az

emberek nem csak egy csoporttá alakulnak, hanem így el is szakadnak a többi embertársuktól. Az elidegenedés,

nem egyszeri esemény, nem csak az emberi és kulturális történelem egyszerű csuklása. Az elidegendés

veszedelmes növekedése bárkik közé beférkőzhet, legyenek azok közeli ismerősök, és az abból születő értetlenség

óriási szakadékokat teremt, amelyeket a gyűlölködés tengere tölt ki időnként, miközben az emberiséget lassú

munkával tovább vájja az elfelejtett javak, az elvesztett lehetőségek, és az elveszített nagyság. Az évek múltával

újabb ellenségkép születik, és ez az erózió csak nő. A folyamat legalattomosabb része az a csábító elképzelés, hogy

egy nagyobb preferált csoporton belül elrejtőzve egy másik csoporton kipécézhetnek maguknak. Ez csak illúzió.

Az elidegenedés folyama irányt változtat, egyre mélyebb barlangokat formál bennünk, amelyek végül elmossák a

valódi embert. Emlékezzünk Martin Niemöller-re, aki azt írta: „Először a kommunistákért jöttek, de nem szóltam,

mert nem voltam kommunista. Aztán a szakszervezetiseknek, de nem szóltam, mert nem vagyok szakszervezet

tagja. Aztán a zsidókért, de akkor sem, mert nem vagyok zsidó. Aztán értem jöttek, de nem volt senki, aki az én

érdekemben szólt volna.” Úgyhogy… Jól gondoljátok meg…
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THE FINE PRINT: Think Magazine comes

out when Think Magazine comes out (usual-

ly the first Friday of the month). We follow

the moon, and its deep mysteries. Think

Magazine is an Entertainment Information

Periodical established in Prague, c. 1996 by a

team of visionaries dissatisfied with the cur-

rent state of the free press market. Think

Magazine is brought to you by the principles

of freedom; of expression, of thought, of po-

tential and of life in all of it’s many manifest

forms and shapes. Think Maga zine is

brought to you by all of our volunteers, sup-

porters and advertisers who make this en-

deavour possible. To them we give thanks.
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After days of rain, snow, and

dreariness, golden light pours

through my windows. The

Danube reflects the green of Szabad-

sag Hid and the copper dome of the

Gellert. This is where I live. I moved

in on Nov. 9th. I got my residency

permit last week, so it’s official. How

did I, a therapist and life coach from

San Francisco, land in this crazy, fas-

cist-leaning, Central European, land -

locked country with a bad attitude? 

It began about a year ago. 

I was recovering from some bad

stuff. Really bad. It included my

dream job aborted, having to take a

leave of absence from my doctoral

program, and a murder. In the ensu-

ing year and a quarter, I subjected my

traumatized self to various therapies:

I had my brain retrained with BST. I

took neural nutrients to rebuild the

synapses, prayed, consulted sha -

mans, pastoral, and psychological

counselors, did bodywork, cleans-

es…you name it. Extreme trauma

whacks out your ability to make deci-

sions, so I also recruited six of my

wisest friends to direct my life via

conference call, until I was able to

take back the reins. Eventually my

mind and body were as healed as you

could be from something like that. But

my soul felt like a flattened inner tube. 

My soul longed for beauty with a

craving nearly physical. I was hungry,

not for a hike on Mt. Tam, or a beach

vacation in Costa Rica, but a sojourn

in a place that had survived its own

traumas and emerged, scars and all. 

I imagined sitting in cafes with lace

curtains and rococo cherubs, writing

about what happened from the dis-

tance of an ocean, eating little

pastries with small cups of bitter cof-

fee, drinking in Liszt, Chopin and

Mahler, and strolling down cobble-

stone streets with statuary gazing

down. I needed art and beauty to

breathe my soul back to life. Call me

greedy. I wanted to feel joy again.

I listed three criteria for the place I

would go: Beautiful, affordable, and

containing at least one person I

could count on. Budapest qualified. 

Hungary wasn’t unknown to me. 

I had been here during the Commu-

nist era. Traveling through Europe

after grad school, my boyfriend and 

I came one weekend, hoping for sour

cherry soup. We never found the

soup, but we found a city that in-

trigued and fascinated us. We found

hospitality, ancient baths, history,

courage, tenacity, literacy, and deli-

cious winter stews. 

We found people who knew and

loved literature, and elevated conver-

sation to an art form. As Americans,

all this was new to us. We knew noth-

ing of ’56, or Trianon. We knew less

about our own literature than our

newly found Hungarian compatriots,

who asked us about Dos Passos, as we

looked back blankly. Our weekend

jaunt turned into two months, includ-

ing marriage to a Hungarian who

wanted to escape. 

Eventually we returned to the

States and the business of getting on

with what were supposed to be our

lives. I thought about Hungary less

and less over the years, as culture

shock faded and life became more de-

manding. I returned briefly in 1990,

to celebrate the fall of the Berlin wall

and see what was cooking. My good

friend wrote a book on the new free-

dom and moved here in the mid-

nineties with my encouragement. But

as our lives went in different direc-

tions, we, too, lost touch.

As I think back, in all those years, I

was never at home in the US. I hated

shopping malls, freeways, paper plates

and potlucks. I preferred meals served

on china, with dress-up and thank-

you notes. 

Ever since my youthful days of

vagabonding through Europe, I se-

cretly thought “Some day I will live

in Europe.” But, while I was young, I

always had something more impor-

tant to do than satisfy my longing

for culture and a European life. 

When everything shattered, there

was nothing left of Plan A to stop me.

I sublet my flat, bought a ticket on

Aerosvit Cheapo air, and landed in

Hungary. It didn’t take long to notice

I was happier. Happier with a social

life that people have time for, with in-

ternational friends, and public

transport that takes me everywhere I

want to go, happier with the view, the

wine, the food at the market, with art

and music everywhere, and happier

walking down the street, surrounded

by beauty. Life is too short to be

other than happy.

Now I live here. Sure, there’s plenty

that is arcane, annoying and inconven-

ient. Hungary has its problems, but it has

survived problems in the past. Politican

turmoil passes, Beauty remains. My soul

is full. If I have to choose between conven-

ience and beauty, I’ll take beauty every

time. Another glass of Kékfrankos? 
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Hungary, a Love Story
I CAME BECAUSE BEAUTY’S REALLY MORE IMPORTANT THAN CONVENIENCE

emmigré

I WAS HUNGRY, NOT FOR A HIKE ON MT. TAM, 
OR A BEACH VACATION IN COSTA RICA, BUT A SO-
JOURN IN A PLACE THAT HAD SURVIVED ITS OWN
TRAUMAS AND EMERGED, SCARS AND ALL...
W. HUNTER ROBERTS, ART: PÁL SZINYEI MERSE - LADY IN VIOLET

“I was recovering
from some bad stuff.
Really bad. It includ-

ed my dream job
aborted, having 

to take a leave of 
absence from my
doctoral program,

and a murder.”



But then again old Oscar proba-

bly never had to do that much

hard work, what with all the par-

ties and and the opium and his fathers

fortune. Well, not until he ended up in

Reading Jail for rodgering Jude Law

anyhow.

I bring up the horrid subject of work

after recently scouring the rancid

depths of my computer's hard drive

and coming across an old copy of my

Curriculum Vitae. Amongst the vari-

ous exaggerations about the back

breaking charity work I had done (col-

lecting pound coins for the local Scout

Group, aged 8) and my Olympic sport-

ing endeavours (I almost came 3rd in

the 200m at school sports day one

year), I found  a memory I had done so

well to repress; My first job.

At an age too young to claim mini-

mum wage, the local branch of a global

supermarket chain (whose name might

rhyme with “Al Fresco”) had been fool-

ish enough to take me on as their

'Frozen Foods Replenishment Co-ordi-

nator', or 'Spaz who rearranges boxes

of peas inside a walk-in freezer'. 

Working gloveless inside a -150C

morgue full of sausages and sweetcorn

was only slightly more enjoyable than

being bullied by my remedial chimp of

a supervisor, whose job it apparently

was to constantly change his mind

about where the Quorn burgers should

be stacked. The only respite was hiding

in the far toilet cubicle, or the 'Writing

Toilet', where staff members would

scribe poetry in biro on the wall about

said Remedial Chimp Supervisor, his

lack of sexual potency, his bald patch,

his unfulfilled wife, and so on.

And as I was daydreaming/shudder -

ing away, it all came back. Like a flood

of mental sewage, a decade’s worth of

humiliation, bad uniforms and suicidal

Monday mornings. I thought I had

burned it out of my hippocampus with

cheap cider. But no. There it was. Like a

bag of rotten banana skins I had hid-

den under the bed. I wanted to explore

all these occupational nightmares, de-

cide if I had actually learned a lesson

from it all, perhaps learn to live with them.

But I could not face it alone. So I invested

in the help of fellow Think readers.

THE MUNDANE
I started off by asking techno pro-

ducer and crocodile enthusiast I AM

BLIP if he had ever had a crap job be-

fore he made the big time. “I once

worked in a cake factory. My job was to

scrape the burnt on bits off the bottom of

the tins as they went past on a conveyor

belt to be greased by a machine that mist-

ed oil. Too hot, greasy air, and crap chat.

20 weeks of hell.”

BLIP was not the only one who had

done hard time in a factory. Playwright

Deborah Pearson vaguely recalls “box-

ing endless VHS tapes in cardboard

listening to repetitive easy listening radio,

mind bendingly dull” and roving musi-

coligist Joseph Jonathon spent “Long

hours being shouted at by speed-fuelled

truck drivers in a New York book deposi-

tory”.

Had anyone come out of the experi-

ence with any wisdom? Apparently

not. But hold on, I'm having another

flashback...

THE HUMILIATING 
I was back in Edinburgh, many

moons ago. I had agreed to do a job

which was advertised as 'cycling'.

Sounds fun right? I thought so. But

what the advert had failed to mention

was that the bike I was to ride around

on had a huge advertising board at-

tached to the back and speakers built

into the frame. It was basically a pedal-

powering twat magnet. After I forced

myself through months of cycling

around to announce a new supermar-

ket or fungal toe cream, being abused

by idiots in fluorescent Vauxhall

Nova's, I thought I was invincible to

shame. That was until the day a new

high-end gym opened that required

our 'target based marketing'. 

In the middle of George Street

(which is where all the rich people

live/work in Edinburgh), myself and a

colleague, wearing the fitness club's

red puffa jackets, rode the Ad Bikes

round in circles to 'attract more atten-

tion' whilst 'hot girls', who where well

past their sell-by date, handed out fly-

ers for the gym. Then my boss arrived

with a Britney Spears album to play

through the bike's speaker system.

After that point it all goes a bit hazey... 

As I tearfully recalled this exercise in

ritual torture, a reader who DOES

NOT WANT TO BE NAMED, admit-

ted she had once been paid £50 to sit

out all night outside a ticket booth to

buy tickets for a Robbie Williams con-

cert. When, sleep deprived and hungry,

she went to collect her payment from

the person who was both a) retarded

enough to go to a Robbie Williams con-

cert and b) rich and lazy enough to pay

someone else to buy the ticket for him,

the look in the his eyes and the smirk

on his face said 3 words. You. Are.

Scum. Here's your money, peasant. 

THE DOWNRIGHT SHIT
Then it all started to get dirty. With

no residual malice towards the child in

question, Charity Founder Shannon

O'Brian recalled a lesson she was teach -

ing at a nursery school in  Ghana where

“a kid actually shit on my foot”. The cheeky

beggar. But that comment seemed to

open the floodgates on the support

group that this article has become.

Lili Gilbert suddenly remembered

“picking poo out of a ball pen” at a chil-

dren’s play centre called Pirate Pete's,

“Especially fun when you have to individ-

ually wipe every ball”. Neuroscientist

Tom Chater stood back and watched as

a child dropped his shorts and laid a

little brown egg in front of his checkout

at a supermarket. He made the mother

clean that one up. 

But the prize definitely goes to war

veteran David Clarke.

Whilst looking after two autistic

boys in their parents' garden, Dave was

dumbstruck when one of the boys had

a panic attack. The young chap's knee-

jerk reaction was to pull down his

pants and jam his thumb up his arse

whilst screaming. After trying to con-

sole him, Dave looked in the kitchen

window to find the other boy also with

his pants down, masturbating, as

Queen played on the radio.

A silence that seemed to sum up the

whole mood of the evening shrouded

us all. Dave looked up wistfully. “I was

only trying to teach him how to ride his

fucking bike”.        

Hard work the refuge of people with

nothing better to do? F*ck you Oscar

Wilde. F*ck you. 

Work is shit. Literally.
PETE WYLDE TALKS TO THINK READERS ABOUT THE THINGS WE DO TO PAY THE BILLS

life

'HARD WORK IS THE REFUGE OF PEOPLE WITH
NOTHING BETTER TO DO.' OSCAR WILDE. 
PETER WYLDE

“After I forced myself
through months of 

cycling around to an-
nounce a new super-
market or fungal toe
cream, being abused
by idiots in fluores-

cent Vauxhall Nova's,
I thought I was invin-

cible to shame.”
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Kincskeresés Miskolcon
TREASURE HUNT IN MISKOLC

Nem is lehetne jobban eltölteni az

oly’ becses vasárnap délelőttün-

ket, mint egy rögtönzött piacon

nézelődve, és valódi kincsekre lelve a

helyenként giccses, de többnyire meg-

mosolyogtató csecsebecsék között.

Keresgélés közben pedig dobhártya simo-

gató furulyazene szól a háttérben, a

levegőben pedig forralt bor és kürtős-

kalács édes illata kering.

Szeretem a régi dolgokat, talán azért,

mert érdekel a történelem. Viszont nem a

tankönyvekben leírt és az iskolában taní-

tott történelem  érdekel igazán, hanem a

sorok között bújkáló törénelem, amely a

lélekben, s a memória leghátsó, eldugott

részeiben rejtőzik. Az arcok mögötti

történeteket akarom tudni, és a szemé-

lyes tárgyak történelmét, melyek hosszú

éveken keresztül fontosak voltak valaha

valakinek, és nap mint nap megfogták,

felemelték, és használták őket. Éppen

ezért szeretem annyira a régiségvásárt:

egészen különleges hangulata van,

melyet sehol máshol nem ízlelhetünk

meg, ha vásárlásra kerül a sor.

A miskolci régiségvásár jól ismert és

egészen népszerű, már évek óta rendsze -

resen megrendezik, kereskedők és

vásárlók egyaránt érkeznek távoli

városokból, még külföldről is. Valószínű-

leg ez az oka annak, hogy a régiségek

helyenként meglehetősen drágának tűn-

nek, míg máskor maguk a kereskedők

sem tudják pontosan, hogy mennyit

érnek az eladásra kínált áruk, és túl sokat

kérnek értük. Viszont még akkor is

érdemes szétnézni a vásárban, ha nem

engedhetjük meg magunknak a valódi

kincseket, főleg a különleges hangulat és

egy kis időutazás miatt. Nagyon finom

forralt bort, rumos teát, különféle

kávékat, kürtős kalácsot, lángost, lep -

csánkát, hurkát-kolbászt, és sok más

tipikus magyar ételt is árulnak, valóságos

örömünnep az ízlelőbimbóknak.

És nehogy elfelejtsem megemlíteni,

hog ya régiségvásárban rengeteg ke -

reskedő kínálja antikvár könyveit is!

Magyar nyelvű szépirodalmi művek ezrei

között válogathatunk, és a legtöbb

darabot akár már száz forintért is hazavi-

hetjük. Hát mi a valódi kincs, és az igazán

jó üzlet, ha ez nem az? 

Now, is there a better way to spend

your precious Sunday morning

than wandering around on an im-

promptu market place, digging among

somewhat odd and rather funny knick-

knacks (and some real treasure), while

soothing flute music plays in the back-

ground and the mouthwatering scent of

mulled wine fills the air?

I have a thing for old goods, because I

like history, though not the kind that is

found in textbooks and taught in schools.

I like the kind that is hidden between the

lines, buried in the souls and minds of

people, I like the stories behind people’s

faces and articles of personal use, behind

things that were picked up, held, and

used on a daily basis for several years.

Antique fairs have a very special atmos-

phere, of a kind that you won't find

anywhere else, when it comes to this.

Miskolc’s fair is quite popular and has

been held for ages. The costumers and

sellers come from far-away places, even

from abroad. Some of the goods may be

rather pricy, because the dealers may not

have much of an idea of what they are

selling and overprice their goods. 

Still, if you cannot afford the real treas-

ure, it's worth visiting the fair (mainly

because of the unique atmosphere). It is

a kind of time-travel. Plus, there’s incredi-

bly delicious mulled-wine, hot rum tea,

coffee, Hungarian twister (kürtőskalács),

lángos, lepcsánka, hurka-kolbász, and

many other very Hungarian foods. 

Have I mentioned that tons of second

hand books are offered, too? They’re real-

ly cheap, and you can get the finest of

Hungarian literature (Kosztolányi, Mik-

száth, Jókai, etc.) for about 100 ft a piece.

What’s a good buy, if not that?

MINDEN HÓNAP ELSŐ VASÁRNAPJÁN RÉGISÉG-VÁSÁRT
RENDEZNEK MISKOLCON.

EVERY 1ST SUNDAY OF THE MONTH THERE IS AN AN-
TIQUE FAIR ON THE MAIN STREET OF MISKOLC.
ANDREA CZIFFRA, FOTO: HTTP://PEURMELELUIROBINZON.BLOGSPOT.COM
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Miért ölték meg David Katót?
AZ UGANDAI HOMOSZEXUALITÁS-ELLENES MOZGALOM 

politika

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  „AZ IGAZI SZERELEM ZÁLOGOT SZÍVESEN AD.” - JANUS PANNONIUS

2010. január 26-án holtan találták

David Katót az ugandai meleg

mozgalom egyik vezéralakját. A

rendőrök elutasítják azt a feltevést,

hogy Kato gyűlölet-bűncselekmény 

áldozata lett, a hivatalos álláspont 

szerint a házába történő betörés alatt

vesztette életét. A szertartás során

zavargások léptek fel a meleg akti -

visták és a helyi lakosság között. A

temetést megtagadták, így a holttestet

az aktivistáknak saját kezűleg kellett

eltemetni.   

A kialakult helyzetért az ugandaiak

és amerikaiak egyaránt felelőssé

tehetők. A történet központi figurái

az ugandai részről David Bahati, a ho-

moszexuálisok elleni törvény elő -

terjesztője, valamint a kormányon

lévő párt, a Nemzeti Ellenállás Moz-

galom egyik tagja, Martin Ssempa

lelkipásztor és Stephen Langa, a Fam-

ily Life Network vezetője. A Family

Life Network egy nem állami szer -

vezet, melynek egyik legfőbb célja a

hagyományos családi értékek vé del -

me a homoszexuálisokkal szemben.

Az amerikai szereplők Rick Warren,

amerikai evangélikus és Scott Lively,

konzervatív keresztény.

A zavargások miértjének meg ér -

téséhez 2008-ig kell visszanyúlni.

Uganda mágnesként vonzotta és

vonzza az amerikai evangélikusokat,

akiknek a homoszexuálisokról alkotott

véleményük nagyban be f olyásol ja a

helyi lakosság ítéletét. 2008-ban Rick

Warren ugandai látogatása során a

homoszexualitást a pedofíliához ha-

sonlította, ezáltal erőteljes felhábo -

r odást váltott ki, és fokozta az amúgy

is feszült viszonyt a homoszexuálisok

és heteroszexuálisok között.

2009 márciusában, a Stephen

Langa által szervezett kongresszuson

három, Amerikából származó homo -

szexualitás-ellenes aktivista szólalt

fel, többek között Scott Lively. Scott

Lively előadásának egyik központi

témája az ún. Homoszexuális na -

pirend, amely szerint a melegek

legfőbb célja a házasság intéz -

ményén ek lerombolása, illetve a

gyermekek homoszexuális életvitelre

való csábítása. Stephen Langa maga

is felszólal és kijelenti, hogy a

homoszexualitás gyógyítható. Beszé -

d ében olyan szakembereket idéz,

akik nem akkreditált terapeuták vagy

kizárásra kerültek az Amerikai Pszi-

chológiai Társaságból.

2009. április 29-én David Bahati a

parlament elé terjesztette a homo -

szexualitás-ellenes törvényjava slatot.

A javaslat értelmében a homoszexu-

alitás bizonyos eseteit életfogytig

tartó börtönbüntetéssel lehetne súly-

tani, a sorozatos törvénysértés pedig

akár halálbüntetést is vonhatna maga

után. A törvény bünteti azokat, akik nem

jelentik a környezetükben lévő homo -

szexuálisokat, illetve azokat is, akik

bármi módon segítik tevékenységüket.

A törvényjavaslat erőteljes egyházi

támogatást is kapott. Martin Ssempa

lelkipásztor harca a család védel -

méért, a szexuális absztinenciáért,

illetve a HIV ellen régóta ismert.

Ssempa előadásai tovább tüzelték a

kedélyeket, ugyanis előadásai során

rendszeresen vetített videókat egy ál-

lítólagos homoszexuális aktusról,

ahol a szereplők ürüléket esznek, és

kennek szét egymás testén, illetve

színpadra hív olyan fiatalokat, akiket

állítólag melegek csábítottak el.

Pepének, az ugandai szexuális

kisebbségek érdekvédelmi szer -

vezetének egyik tagjának véleménye

szerint a törvényjavaslat születésében

központi szerepet játszottak az

Ugandában a homoszexuálisok ellen

felszólaló amerikai aktivisták, hisz

Uganda lakossága fölnéz az amerika-

iakra. David Bahati és Martin Ssempa

felháborítónak és rasszistának ne -

vezik ezt a feltevést, hisz ez a törekvés

tisztán ugandai, és kizárható a nyu-

gati befolyásoltság.

2009 végén az Egyesült Királyság

és Kanada miniszterelnökeinek nyi-

latkozata szerint a törvényjavaslat

elfogadhatatlan. Svédországban az is

felmerült, hogy megvonják az ország-

nak szánt segélyeket. 2010 feb ruár-

 jában Barack Obama szintén elutasít-

ja az ugandai törvényjavaslatot. Ezek

után maga Uganda elnöke, Yoweri

Museveni is elhatárolódik. A törvény-

javaslatról történő szavazás időpontja

2010 húsvétvasárnapjára került.

Martin Ssempa véleménye szerint

az amerikaiak és a svédek rájuk akar-

ják kényszeríteni a homoszexuálisok

elfogadását és kijelenti, hogy „az

ürülékevés nem emberi jog”. David

Bahati felháborodását fejezte ki, hogy

a Nyugat arra akarja kényszeríteni

Ugandát, hogy válasszon a nemzet-

közi segélyek, illetve az anális szex

között.

Húsvétvasárnap a törvényjavasla-

tot visszautasítják, de ezzel az ügy

korán sincs lezárva. A Rolling Stone

ugandai újság 2010. októberi számá-

ban egy „Akasszuk fel” szalagcímmel

együtt nyilvánosságra hozta 100 ho-

moszexuális fényképét, nevét és

címét. Többek között David Kato is

szerepelt ebben a listában. Az újság-

ból 2000 példányt adtak el, végül

novemberben betiltották.

Ezen események sorozata egy fel -

tartóztathatatlan gyűlölethullámot

indított el, ami rettegésben tartja, illetve

menekülésre készteti a melegeket. 

Elképzelhető, hogy David Kato a

házába történő betörés során hunyt el,

amit alátámaszt egy hiányzó aktatás-

ka, de az események tükrében azt sem

lehet kizárni, hogy szexuális hovatar-

tozása miatt vesztette életét. 

2010. JANUÁR 26-ÁN HOLTAN TALÁLTÁK HÁZÁBAN DAVID KATÓ MELEG
AKTIVISTÁT. A RENDŐRÖK BETÖRÉSRE, MÁSOK VISZONT GYŰLÖLET-
BŰNCSELEKMÉNYRE GYANAKODNAK.
PONGOR VINCE

„A szertartás során
zavargások léptek

fel, végül a temetést
megtagadták, így 

a holttestet az 
aktivistáknak saját

kezűleg kellett 
eltemetni.”
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First formed in 1951, the IOM’s focus was, understandably, on the needs of a war-

ravaged Europe. Displaced populations across the continent wrestled with not

only the devastation of their homelands and the uneasy adaptation to new lands

and uncertain futures, but also the division of Europe in two and the convoluted politics

of the Cold War. The agency’s work grew to encompass much more than just the needs

of the European immigrant and the trans-Atlantic émigré. In 1989, as change swept the

continent and the world, the organization adopted its current name, the International Or-

ganization for Migration.

Wars and other human tragedies never cease to displace humanity, regardless of the

politics of the day, and so the IOM has continued, helping some 11 million migrants,

refugees and asylees find better lives worldwide. The organization assisted some 180,000

Hungarians who fled after the 1956 uprising, but Hungary itself would not be a member

for 35 years. In 1992, diplomatic status was conferred on a newly established Budapest

mission, making it in essence the embassy for those seeking assistance while displaced

or in transit.

The Budapest mission currently serves (since 2000) as a regional mission, overseeing

projects and coordinating support, resources and policy formation throughout Central

Europe and the Balkans. Peering into the scope of the mission's work reveals a kaleido-

scopic melange of projects affecting polities, ethnicity, economic upheavals and

immigration policies. They range from the mundane, such as training of immigration of-

ficials, supporting or organizing conferences, research projects and exchange programs,

and directly assisting voluntary returnees in returning and reintegrating in their coun-

tries of origin, to the exotic, assisting organizations in the fight against human trafficking

and other abuses of the vulnerable.

In a Europe where multicultural-

ism is increasingly eyed skeptically,

and yet the number of culturally di-

verse immigrants is growing, it can

be a daunting mission. But, like im-

migrants and refugees themselves,

the IOM can be said to have a

focus on a better future. 

Rather than simply react, shap-

ing the future of immigration and

its politics may be what the IOM

has in mind. 

Their newest project, "Migrants

in the Spotlight," or MITS (www

.mits-eu.org),  was funded mainly by the European Commission. It aims "to contribute to

improved understanding, awareness and reporting on migration issues, third country na-

tionals, integration and related topics among media and students of journalism." The

goal is, “to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of reporting on immigration.”

In partnership with Hungary’s Ministry of the Interior, the IOM is aiming squarely at

youth. Students in Hungary, Czech Republic, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania and Slovakia

between the ages of 18 and 28 may submit English-language entries, either film or print,

for consideration (see ad on page 25). Entry closes April 4th, 2011. There prizes up for

grabs, but the real purpose is to draw the focus of emergent journalists, documentarians

and social scientists to the issues migrants face.

The partnership for the competition seems a good fit to the outside observer. Orban,

as EU president, has tacitly set the goal of developing an EU-wide strategy for integra-

tion of the Roma. The contest is innovative, and by itself it may well be enough impetus

to generate the change the IOM wants. But the real mission will likely never end: that of

easing the suffering of those in international transit through no fault of their own. 

A Mission of Mercy
WITH A STORIED PAST, AN INSTITUTION LOOKS TO SEE THE FUTURE THROUGH A FRESH LENS...

ngo

WHEN THE IOM WAS FIRST FORMED IN 1951 (AS THE
INTERGOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE FOR EURO-
PEAN MIGRATION), ITS FOCUS WAS, UNDERSTAND-
ABLY, ON THE NEEDS OF A WAR-RAVAGED EUROPE.
FRANCIS PRUETT

DIVERSE IN ADVERSITY
BUDAPEST LGBT GROUPS AIM TO CHANGE PERCEPTION AS NEW LAWS LOOM

rights

Sándor Steigler, a Budapest resident, is the president of the

Rainbow Mission Foundation. He answered some questions

about the RMF, its film festival, Pride Week, and the status of

LGBT people in Hungary.

TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT THE RMF?
The Rainbow Mission Foundation was established by

LGBT associations that had previously organised Budapest

Pride. The first LGBT festival in Hungary (the first ever held

in formerly socialist countries) was held in 1993. I’ve helped

organize in it for six years (three years as curator). 

WHAT IS THE FOCUS OF THE ORGANIZATION?
Our goal is to show the public our daily lives, via films,

for example, to show that we are not “freaks”. We are hu-

mans, too! We work, love and have families; or at least we

try to (current law just doesn’t allow it). We just do not

have the same chance to have a full life. Current law does

not provide equal rights, even if we are all entitled to it.

HOW IS THE GLBT COMMUNITY DOING IN HUNGARY? WHAT
ARE THE CHALLENGES?

Just like people throughout society, we are diverse as

well. Not every gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender indi-

vidual thinks the same way. This year we would really like

to get the LGBT community to stand as one to fight for

rights more effectively. We’re convinced that, by joining

together, the Budapest Pride March could finally advance

the cause of LGBT rights in Hungary.

DO YOU BELIUEVE THE GOVERNMENT'S MEDIA RULES
AND OTHER EFFORTS ARE DIRECTLY AIMED AT YOU?

Yes. The new media law will impact the representation

of LGBT people in television and on the radio, especially

the public service media. LGBT organizations have been

attacked in the past in the name of protecting the family

and young children, and based on the relevant parts of

the media law, it’s plausible that it will be used to limit rep-

resentations of LGBT individuals in the news. But what

we need to call attention to and protest is the new consti-

tution that is in the works, drafts of which exclude

same-sex couples from the institution of marriage.

HOW CAN PEOPLE HELP? WHO HAS HELPED BEFORE?
People can help the most if they come to our programs

and get a real picture of LGBT people, thereby reducing

the strong bias against LGBT people in Hungary. The fes-

tival’s films, the workshops and the Gay Dignity March

should help tear down prejudice. Many people get infor-

mation from television, but if they personally attend,

they’ll see that our community is, in fact, multihued. Ead-

ing up to Budapest Pride, we’ve organized some parties

for the friends of the festival, where they can meet the or-

ganizers, and they can contribute to the festival with the

entrance fee. (www.facebook.com/budapestpride)

As a reaction to the ban, several foreign organizations

offered their help and showed their solidarity. Many have

promised to come to the Gay Dignity March (June 18). 

WHAT WOULD HAVE TO HAPPEN FOR THE WORK OF YOUR
FOUNDATION TO BE COMPLETED AND PERMANENTLY
SUCCESSFUL?

The goal is to gain full equality before the law. As this

is, achieved the Gay Pride March will increasingly be-

come a more cheerful parade where, focused on

celebrating the community’s diversity, as in many West-

ern European countries. But we also commemorate the

New York gays and transvestites, who were tired of the

constant police harassment and stood up for themselves

in 1969. Stonewall's message is even more timely today

than ever before.
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Alien-(n)ation.
“They’re Heeeeerrrrreeeeee…” 

hungaricum

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  IF I ONLY KNEW THEN WHAT I KNOW NOW... I'D HAVE BEEN ONE SPOOKY KID.



Much of this is tongue-in-cheek, is not intended to be pejorative, and has

been exploited to good effect and with great enjoyment by Hungarians

themselves - to the point of their likely having been behind its origination…

There are multiple overlapping/competing descriptions of how all this started. Con-

sensus suggests that it came out of the circles of émigré nuclear scientists,

physicists, and mathematicians who came to the US during 1930s and 1940s, many

of whom were collected at Los Alamos, New Mexico for the Manhattan Project.

As George Marx, a Hungarian professor of atomic physics in Budapest, asks in

his extremely engaging chapter entitled The Martians’ Vision of the Future, how is it

that there were groups of Austrians, Germans, and Italians involved in these scien-

tific breakthroughs and yet it was Hungarians alone who seemed to gain the

moniker and association of ‘alien?’ Marx appears to prefer the account according

to which one day the Italian Enrico Fermi was speculating about the universe and

the possibility of life on other planets, and Leo Szilard, a Hungarian, ventured an

answer to Fermi’s question:

“And so,” Fermi came to his overwhelming question, “if all this has been happening,

they should have arrived here by now, so where are they?” It was Leo Szilard, a man with

an impish sense of humor, who supplied the perfect reply to Fermi's rhetoric: “They

are among us,” he said, “but they call themselves Hungarians.” (according to Marx, this

is Francis Crick’s version of the myth)

MARX ELABORATES ON THE BIRTH TO THE LEGEND: 
The myth of the Martian origin of the Hungarian scientists who entered world

history on American soil during World War II probably originated in Los Alamos.

Leon Lederman, director of the Fermilab, reported possible hidden intentions. 

The production of scientists and mathematicians in the early 20th century was

so prolific that many otherwise calm observers believe Martians settled Budapest

in a plan to infiltrate and take over the planet Earth… According to myth, at a top-

secret meeting of the Manhattan Project, General Groves left for the gents' room.

Szilard then said: “Perhaps we may now continue in Hungarian!” 

Hungarian émigrés enjoyed speaking their mother tongue whenever a chance of-

fered itself. This made them look suspicious. Los Alamos was a place of top

security. General Groves was annoyed that Neumann and Wigner had frequent

telephone conversations in Hungarian. [Teller, talk in Budapest 1991.] 

The ‘thick Hungarian accent’ was often heard even in the corridors of the Penta-

gon. (The Lugosi accent made the alien power of Dracula, the count from the

faraway Transylvania even more realistic.)

Marx recounts the details of the arrival of the Martians-cum-Hungarians on plan-

et Earth: “Gabor, von Kármán, Kemeny, von Neumann, Szilard, Teller, and Wigner were

born in the same quarter of Budapest [author’s note – most were Jewish…it is interest-

ing to note that some anti-Semitic Hungarian nationalists at the same time

assiduously include these names in lists of famous Hungarians]. No wonder the sci-

entists in Los Alamos accepted the idea that well over one thousand years ago a Martian

spaceship crash-landed somewhere in the center of Europe.” 

There are three firm proofs of the extraterrestrial origins of the Hungarians: they

like to wander about (like gypsies radiating out from the same region). They speak

an exceptionally simple and logical language, which has not the slightest connec-

tion with the language of their neighbors. And they are so much smarter than the

terrestrials. (In a slight Martian accent John G. Kemeny added an explanation,

namely, that it is so much easier to learn reading and writing in Hungarian than in

English or French, that Hungarian kids have much more time left to study mathe-

matics.) [quoted by Marx from Yankee Magazine].

Finally, in a somewhat more serious vein, the alien connotation has been ex-

plained in analytical terms as follows: If we understand SteeDee's theory correctly,

the first Hungarians-are-aliens story arose from some minor human incident. The

Hungarians may have stood out from the rest of the staff at Los Alamos, perhaps

by maintaining their own cliques and speaking their own indecipherable tongue,

and this made the English speakers uncomfortable. 

WWW.THINK-MAGAZINE.COM

ONE OF THE MOST ENDURING AND ENTERTAINING
IMAGES OF HUNGARIANS DURING THE SECOND
HALF OF THE 20TH CENTURY WAS THE IDEA OF
HUNGARIANS AS ALIENS OR MARTIANS. 
RICHARD ANDREW HALL, ART BY RUDOLPH BELARSKI
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The Queen of Hungaria
HOW A WOMAN NAMED ZSA ZSA DEFINED A NATION.

hungaricum con’t

The Hungarians were like aliens to the rest, and

since there were many reports of ‘flying saucers’

in the popular press in the 50s and late 40s, the

‘Martian’ label was a convenient way to sublimate the

social tensions. To be called extraterrestrials, in a jocu-

lar, rib-poking way, might have helped reduce this social

friction both inside and outside the Hungarian group.

If there were a problem with communication, the recur-

ring alien joke would provide a means to make light of

it, thereby expressing frustrations that could not other-

wise be spoken. (See “Fun With Folklore: Exploring

The Hungarian Connection” UFOMIND.COM/AREA51/
DESERTRAT/1995/DR29).

According to Marx, “as a matter of fact, these suspi-

cious Hungarians – Theodore von Kármán, John von

Neumann, Leo Szilard – enjoyed the myth. Edward Teller

became especially happy of his E.T. initials, but he com-

plained about indiscretion, ‘Von Kármán must have been

talking’.”

From Teller to Talleah… 
Zsa Zsa and Her Sisters

This brings us from Teller to Talleah, the difference

being that Teller was a real Hungarian scientist who

pretended to play the part of an alien… whereas Talleah

is the name of an alien from the 1958 King of the B Sci-

fi Movies, Queen of Outer Space… starring none other

than perhaps the most well-known Hungarian among

Americans, Zsa Zsa Gabor, who plays the role of an

alien scientist! [More about this hysterical film and its

hysterical reviews below.]

Of course, June 1989 put Hungarians on the map for

many Americans. The reburial of Imre Nagy, the huge

crowds, the solemn ceremony before hundreds of thou-

sands and a live television audience, a landmark event

in the history of Hungary… No, that was 16 June 1989…

I am referring here to 14 June 1989, the day Zsa Zsa

slapped a Beverly Hills police officer, an incident that

immediately became fodder for every late night come-

dian and even two years later was the subject of a spoof

starring the actress in the satirical film series, The

Naked Gun. Such is the fate of Hungary and Hungari-

ans in the United States.

There were actually three Gabor sisters: Zsa Zsa, Eva,

and Magda. I am not sure whether to say marriage or

divorce ran in the family. The three sisters had more

marriages than they did important movie roles. To bor-

row a page from Dave Barry, here are the final tallies of

the three sisters in Marriages: Zsa Zsa 9, Magda 6, Eva

5. It is difficult to know how exactly to calculate Zsa

Zsa’s total number of husbands… since as she once re-

sponded: “How many husbands have I had? You mean

apart from my own?”

These numbers may be affected by the fact that both

Zsa Zsa and Magda were married to the English actor

George Sanders, if sixteen years apart. Not to make too

much light of things, but Sanders eventually committed

suicide. He played the part of Mr. Freeze in the Batman

television series, that Zsa Zsa made guest appearances

on (see below).

It seemed only fitting in early 2007 surrounding the

macabre and absurd Anna Nicole Smith custody fight

that Zsa Zsa’s most recent husband – Prinz von Anhalt

– claimed that he had a ten-year affair with Anna

Nicole and was the father of her orphaned child. (Sup-

posedly, Zsa Zsa was angered and hurt by this

admission, but can one completely discount the possi-

bility that it was yet another attempt for Zsa Zsa to get

back in the limelight, and after all, hadn’t Anna Nicole

Smith only been famous for being famous?)

It may surprise almost no one in a certain sense, but

Zsa Zsa’s daughter by Conrad Hilton (the only child of

all three Gabor sisters) is grandaunt to Paris and Nicole

Hilton. Zsa Zsa claims that she won the 1936 Hungari-

an beauty pageant (according to one Hungarian

source, Sandor Incze who discovered Zsa Zsa, invented

the idea of the beauty pageant… but I don’t think so), al-

though her mother Jolie (‘pretty’ in French), married

only twice, and fond of “new math” long before we

knew it was new (like her daughters she seemed genet-

ically incapable of telling her true age; if she was telling

the truth her first daughter, Magda, would have been

born when Jolie was thirteen!), claimed it was she (the

mother) and not Zsa Zsa who had won the beauty pag-

eant. (To use the famous Casey Stengel line “You can

look it up!”…these things should be verifiable, although

I will leave that to others to investigate since it is be-

yond the intended scope of this article.)

The Queen of Outer Space (or Damn it, Jim, I’m a For-

mer Hungarian Beauty Queen, Not an Alien Scientist).

The film critic Jabootu summarizes Zsa Zsa’s film

career as follows:

Unfortunately, Ms. Gabor’s Hollywood career proved

much less epic [than her married life or run-ins with the

law]. In John Huston’s 1952 Moulin Rouge, Zsa Zsa

played, in a bold move, a Euro-sexpot opposite Jose 

Ferrer’s Toulouse-Lautrec. The following year she ap-

peared in a supporting role in the musical Lili, which

co-starred the unrelated but similarly monikered Mel

Ferrer. From there, though, it was all downhill. Her few

starring roles included playing twins (!!) in the hilari-

ous-sounding espionage flick Girl in the Kremlin. In

case you’re wondering, one of the twins [is] Stalin’s

mistress (!!), the other a spy working against the Soviets.

Zsa Zsa also had a bit part in Orson Welles’ Touch of

Evil. (For his full review of Queen of Outer Space, see:

www.jabootu.com/queen.htm)

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  „ HA VALÓBAN MEGSZERETLEK, S TE MEGSZERETSZ ENGEM: EGYIKÜNK SEM LESZ TÖBBÉ AZ, AKI VOLT.” - MÜLLER PÉTER

There are three firm proofs of
the extraterrestrial origins of
the Hungarians: They like to
wander about. They speak an
exceptionally simple and logi-

cal language, which has not
the slightest connection with
the language of their neigh-
bors. And they are so much

smarter than the terrestrials. 



But perhaps ‘Jabootu’ is being too hasty and superficial in judging Ms.

Gabor’s career. Maybe we have underestimated Zsa Zsa’s roles in movie and

television. For example, Zsa Zsa has recounted how she liked playing the

role of ‘spy’ when she guest-starred on the Batman serial as Minerva, a beauty par-

lor owner, whose hairdryers could read the minds of (male) clients. Was the episode

perhaps a skillful allegory about how the totalitarian state uses the most banal and sub-

versive means to pry into the lives of its citizens? (Was the ‘mullet’ a communist plot

to make Americans look stupid? Tune in next time, same Bat-time, same Bat-channel…)

Evidence for such a more enlightened revisionist view comes from the 1958

movie Queen of Outer Space, in which Zsa Zsa plays Talleah, an alien scientist, who

leads the women of Venus against the sadistic, disfigured Queen Yllana, thereby

saving a flight crew of men from Earth whom Yllana has cruelly imprisoned.  I argue

here that this film only appears to be a sexist, cheesy, and moronic vehicle for prof-

it, when in fact that is part of its subterfuge and inner-brilliance. The movie is, in

fact, a subtle and sophisticated allegory of communist Hungary and the outbreak

and crushing of the 1956 Hungarian uprising. Let us take another look at this film

– although, unfortunately, we are forced to rely on the flippant and sometimes juve-

nile comments of Jabootu for a discussion of the plot.

In this first extended excerpt, we find Zsa Zsa’s Talleah (symbolizing the Hungar-

ian resistance) being informed that recently arrived Earthmen have been

imprisoned by the evil Yllana (the communists/Soviets, as ‘bourgeois’ intellectuals,

‘men’ had been banished from the planet, although ‘scientists and mathematicians’

were retained because they were needed). Talleah recounts for the men the sad his-

tory of the planet, the destructive war, how Yllana went from well-meaning rebel to

tyrant, etc. The astute reader will notice here that Zsa Zsa is in fact recounting the

destruction of World War II in Hungary –  she says “Ten Earth years ago” – the com-

ing to power of the communists, the initial ‘popular’ image of the Soviets as

liberators, and their construction of a people’s dictatorship….
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LIQUID LSD
Six shots of pálinka, same thing.

If the final Pálinka recipe had been
perfected, then the world would
have fallen long ago to the alien
Hungarian armies. Despite informal
research by nearly every living Hun-
garian in existence for the last 1,000
years, no recipe has yet proven utter-
ly unbeatable. Each wave of succes-
sive attempts yields an ever-finer
product. Unfortunately, the effect
has been to actually create a greater
burden to Hungarians than anyone
else, as the mass quantities of this
potent delicacy rarely escape the
local scientists' gullets long enough
to be spread throughout the world
as the enslaving potion of power it
has sadly not yet become. Worse
still, the humans have come to com-
pare it to other efforts, their own,
and have categorized Pálinka as
"brandy." The poor fools... Zwack’s
Excellency Pálinka (Pálinka Nagykövet)
for example is as beautiful inside as
the bottle is outside, the perfect gift
for anyone with tastebuds. There’s
even a band called Pálinka, their new
album "Catastrophe" exhibits an in-
novative group playing 'gypsy jazz',
sometimes typically gypsy, sometimes
more Oriental, releasing energy often
bordering on rock. Enjoy the virtuosi-
ty of arrangements, compositions
and improvisations, as they are carv-
ing out a place in the mainstream
with their surprising freshness!

MORE THAN A BEVERAGE



AS IS TO BE EXPECTED
OF SPACE TRAVELERS,
HUNGARIANS CLAIM
TO HAVE FOUNDED
CERTAIN PLACES…
ONE OF THEM BEING
HOLLYWOOD. 

Adolph Zukor of Paramount Pic-

tures, one of the early Hungarians in

Hollywood is said to have had on the

wall of his office an inscription: “TO BE

A HUNGARIAN IS NOT ENOUGH.” 

To this George Marx adds, “in a low

voice, Adolph would add, ‘but it may

help’.” He continues, “Non-Hungari-

ans in Hollywood used to say, “If you

have a Hungarian friend, you don't need

an enemy.” The MGM commissary

was said to have a sign that read, “Just

because you’re Hungarian, doesn’t mean

you’re a genius!”

The influence of Hungarians on

Hollywood is astounding. 

In 1996, the Associated Press report-

ed that of 136 Oscar nominations since

1929, Hungarians had won 30 of them. 

Some of the names are more famil-

iar than others. George Cukor – not to

be confused with the aforementioned

Adolph Zukor, ‘Mr. Motion Pictures,’

founder of Paramount Pictures, and

producer of perhaps the first film Pris-

oner of Zenda – captured five best

director nominations, including for My

Fair Lady.

“’Enry ’Iggins says of Zoltan Karpa-

thy: “Every time we looked around

there he was that hairy hound from Bu-

dapest. Never leaving us alone, never

have I ever known a ruder pest.”

William Fox of ‘20th Century Fox’

was born near Tokaj, Hungary, fa-

mous for its sweet wines. Among the

better-known actors other than Bela

Lugosi (born Bela Blasko) and the

Gabor clan, we can name Leslie

Howard, born Laszlo Steiner, and

Tony Curtis, born Bernard Schwartz

(born in Budapest, fluent in Hungari-

an), and Peter Lorre.

Speaking of Bela Lugosi… there is the

following unforgettable exchange be-

tween Johnny Depp playing legendary

B-moviemaker Ed Wood and Martin

Landau (himself of interplanetary space

travel frequently) in his Oscar-winning

portrayal of aging, foul-mouthed, bitter,

and morphine-addicted Bela Lugosi in

Tim Burton’s Ed Wood:

[Ed and Bela are watching Vampi-

ra's TV show.]

Ed Wood: Oh, I hate it when she

interrupts the picture. She doesn't

show 'em the proper respect.

Bela Lugosi: I think she's a honey.

Look at those jugs!

[Bela Lugosi casts a love spell on

Vampira who is on TV while moving his

fingers like Dracula]

Edward D. Wood, Jr.: My Gosh, Bela,

how do you do that?

Bela Lugosi: You must be double-

jointed. And you must be Hungarian!

‘Some ‘Hungarians” famous in film

and television will come as a surprise.

Drew Barrymore’s mother was Ildiko

Jaid Mako. Jerry Seinfeld might talk

about Ceausescu above, but his fa-

ther was named Kalman Seinfeld.

Paul Newman’s mother was Hungari-

an. And half of the famed animator

set behind The Simpsons and a series

of other cartoons, Klasky Csupo –

Gabor Csupo – is a Hungarian (he

fled Hungary in 1975 hiking through

a 2 ½ hours through a darkened rail-

way tunnel to Austria).

The trivia of all these cases is to say

the very least, is entertaining. Other

great finds on the webenetics site are

the following: Ilona Staller, aka Cic-

colina, of blue movies and green

politics, had a red father – a member

of the early communist Interior Min-

istry. And Juan Epstein’s mother –

whose signature concluded every ex-

cuse note Juan Epstein brought to

class in the 1970s ABC sitcom Welcome

back, Kotter! – is in fact Hungarian,

Juan Epstein having been played by

Robert Hegyes.

“What’s that? 
Hungarian roots?”
BUDAPEST & WANTING THE OTHER MTV

Then there are the Hungarian roots

of rock and pop stars. Appropriately

enough, while Art Garfunkel is of Ro-

manian Jewish ancestry, Paul Simon

is of Hungarian Jewish ancestry.

Tommy Ramone, drummer for The

Ramones, was born with the more se-

date name of Thomas Erdelyi. 

We can salute Gene Simmons of

KISS (or should it have been KISz?)

as half-Hungarian, and you might

find it ironic, but you ought to know

that Alanis Morissette is supposedly

half Hungarian. It also turns out that

the father of the Knopfler brothers of
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“To Be Hungarian Is Not Enough”
HOLLYWOOD AND THE HUNGARIANS
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“Associated Press
reported that of 

the 136 Oscar 
nominations since
1929, Hungarians

had won 30 of them.
Some of the names
are more familiar

than others.”

Tipples
A passion for creativity and good taste makes Törley a
sparkling wine brand worthy of it’s history, but there’s
more than pálinka and Trley!

UNICUM
A very secretive formula was developed long ago to allow

Hungarians' alien metabolisms to assimilate Earthly food-
stuffs. Its name was Unicum. Along with many other 
Hungarian innovations developed upon reaching Earth, it
contains alcohol. But also in its formula are spices and herbs
that defy analysis almost completely. Significant research has
been devoted to the subject, but the results of the research
speak for themselves. It is tasty. It aids in digestion. It makes
one drunk. However, significant literature is not available to
substitute for individual research at this time.

TOKAJI ASZÚ
Tokaji is the result of an alien sugar-preserving spore inter-

acting with grape crops in the region of Tokaj-Hegyalja in
Hungary. Dubbed noble rot by the Hungarian Invasion Fleet,
it is the accidental catalyst in producing a style of wine that
retains a sweet flavor without having sugar added in after
the initial fermentation. Cited in the indecipherable alien
song now used as the Hungarian National anthem, its appli-
cation in their world-domination designs is known to be 
related to ingesting sweetened items after mainstream sus-
tenance has been assimilated with the help of Unicum, but
often before the trtual testing of Pálinka ensues.



the Dire Straits band was a Hun-

garian Jew who fled the Nazis to

Glasgow in 1939. The Hungarian

tie of Dire Straits is interesting –

even if probably entirely inciden-

tal – in light of the ‘video within a

video’ of the band’s most famous

commercial/video success, Money

for Nothing (1985). 

Money for Nothing is better

known for its line “I want my

MTV” – brilliant and somewhat

satirical marketing; mention the

video channel coming of age in an iconic way in your song/video and you will

guarantee play there. (It was also the first video played when MTV Europe de-

buted on 1 August 1987 – for those too young to remember, MTV, no not

Magyar Televízió, was a brief experiment in playing something called ‘music

videos’ until reality shows killed the music video star). 

The premise, the inspiration of Money for Nothing was a bunch of work-

ers moving appliances and commenting while, as it turns outs, watching

Sting’s The Russians video on a wall of TV screens. (Ooohhhh, Sting men-

tioned the Russians, do they really love their children too? Ooooohhhhh,

how daring… because I’m sure the Russians do love their children too…

1985, the eighties, ugh). 

I had always wondered about ‘the video within the video’ since the bikini-

clad “mama she got it stickin’ in the camera lens” model appears to be posing

in the Halászbastya (Fisherman’s Bastion on the Buda side of Budapest)

that I had then just recently visited. 

Turns out I wasn’t hallucinating for as Dennis O’Connell writes: “The video

was produced by Steve Barron, who envisioned that the entire video be computer an-

imated. The band wanted a live video. The final product was a mix: footage from

Budapest enhanced by computers along with a computer generated character, Sal,

which was inspired by Joe Pesci's character in Raging Bull.”

Sting, the object of the workers’ derision

that gave rise to the song, performs back up

vocals on Money for Nothing. Bringing every-

thing full circle, my Russian History

professor in college decided to open his se-

mester with Money for Nothing blaring as

students entered the classroom.

CAMP LA(S)ZLO
In keeping with the alien riff, Hungarians

love their inside jokes. The crowd-favorite,

sentimentalist Hollywood film, Casablanca,

with Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman

(nope, neither of them Hungarian), was di-

rected by Michael Curtiz (Kertész). 

S.Z. ‘Cuddles’ Sakall, a Hungarian stage

actor, played the role of Karl, the kindly Aus-

trian waiter in Rick’s Café. The famous

historian John Lukacs (author of Budapest

1900) among others has argued that there is

a typical Hungarian inside joke in this film –

or at least the film bears the marks of its

Hungarian director. 

Ingrid Bergman’s underground, Czech re-

sistance leader husband in the film is

named Victor Laszlo. Now, of course, as

Lukacs notes – personally, he describes the movie as “imbecile” – ‘Laszlo’ is

neither a first nor last name in Czech. It is, however a sometimes last name,

but frequent first-name in Hungarian – and Curtiz was surrounded “by a

slew of Hungarian scriptwriters in Hollywood, many of whose first names were

Laszlo”. Hence, the name in the film. (There is also a popular contemporary

cartoon named “Camp Lazlo,” but Lazlo is a Brazilian spider monkey, and

as far as I can tell there is in no conscious Hungarian connection behind

the name choice.)

But I would argue there are even better inside Hungarian jokes than that of

‘Victor Laszlo’ woven into movies, as I will now demonstrate.

THE BOY NAMED WOLF IN HUNGARIAN WHO
MADE RALPHIE CRY…

It took over 30,000 feet, several time zone

changes, and countless years to figure it out. A

few years ago I was flying out west and scan-

ning the music channels for the headphones.

On the classical music channel I suddenly

came upon a familiar tune. Yes, there it was:

the tune that would repeat every time the

school bully would appear in the lovable, sen-

timental, nostalgia-fest for a life that few of us

ever lived, that is A Christmas Story (1983). 

I thought I recognized the music: it was

Sergei Prokofiev’s famous Peter and the Wolf,

and the theme – that which Prokofiev used

for the wolf – became the school bully’s sig-

nature in the film. Upon the first hearing of

this tune, when the school bully makes his

first frightening appearance, the reminiscing

“Ralphie,” the little boy who is the main pro-

tagonist of the movie, exclaims, “it was Farkas,

Scott Farkas, the school bully… he had yellow

eyes, yellow eyes I tell you.” (Ralphie’s younger

brother, Randy “lay there like a slug… it was his

only defense”!) >>

A-LIST:
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We’re all Tibors
TOO MUCH TV CAN BE A GOOD THING IF YOU GET THE REFERENCES

hungaricum con’t

Extras on Star Trek?
The Puli looks like an ancient breed of Hungarian sheep dog. It is medium-sized, sturdy

with a unique corded coat that looks like dreadlocks. Actually it walks on these tentacles

thinking it is a lively, cheerful little dog who is very loyal to his family. Its superior intelli-

gence gives it a mind of its own. The Pulis came to Hungary with the first Hungarian 

Interplanetary colonist, but at the time of World War II, the breed had almost died out. 

A special breeding program involving cyrogenics ensured the survival of these unique 

natives of the Hungarian home world.

A-LIST:

Still the King
Hungarians love paprika so much that just one iteration

was not enough. There is sweet, or mild paprika with a
deep bright red colour, and then various shades of hot 
paprika which often has a brown to orange, rusty colour. 
It was originally imported  in mass quantities by the Martian
Hungarian Overlords in an attempt to corner the market
and deprive Earthlings of what was thought to be an 
essential nutrient. The utter failure of the tactic (due to its
abundance in a distant Earth realm then known as South
Humerica) to destroy mankind caused a change of 
approach.  Now unwary and feeble Earthlings are lured 
to a spicy doom as they desperately seek cleverly hidden 
restrooms just hours after gorging themselves at goulash
eateries throughout the occupied zone.

<<



As the Hungarians noticed this they grabbed the opportu-

nity to proclaim their liberty and autonomy. Louis

Kossuth (the square where you find the Parliament of

Hungary is named after him) and Louis Batthyány (Hungary's

first prime minister) were important characters in the fight for

autonomy and freedom, and it looked as if they were going to

be successful for quite a while.

Hungary's autonomy was threatened quickly as they had en-

emies surrounding them from both west and north. They tried

to get the favor of the Habsburgs in Austria, offering to help to

them in their battles, but it was not accepted. The Habsburgs

themselves were flooded with trouble; there were struggles with-

in the kingdom, and attacks without. This provided all the

excuse the Hungarians needed to proclaim their freedom, as

the Austrians did not have time to concentrate on them.

The problems though arose when the battles in Vienna had

stopped. The Habsburg Empire could once again concentrate

on Hungary, no longer accepting their autonomy. A war that

would cause many lives was about to start.

Hungary was supported by the Jews, the Germans, the Slovak

and other people that were living in the nation. Some also came

from other nations to help them out. Austria gathered forces

from Croatia, Serbia and Romania to put an end to Hungarian

autonomy. The Hungarian forces proved too strong, and in the

end the Austrians were calling on the Russian armies for help.

With Russian help, the enemy proved to strong for the Hun-

garians to repel, and by the end of 1848 the Hungarian

government had to escape from Pest. Louis Kossuth himself es-

caped to the United States, where there is a county in Iowa

named after him today, to this very day. Louis Batthyány was

killed on October 6, 1849, in Budapest, by gunshots, on a

square not too far from the Parliament in Budapest. You can still

visit the exact place where he was shot. Thirteen other leaders of

the revolution were killed that fateful day, but in Arad, a city ap-

proximately 250 kilometers' from Budapest (today in Romania). 

It is said that after executing them, the Austrian generals

clinked their beers together while making fun of the Hungari-

ans. Because of this, the Hungarians promised to themselves

that they would not clink their beer mugs for 150 years. That

promise expired in 1999, but many Hungarians still keep this

promise, so it is very unusual among Hungarians today to clink

their beers. Many claim that the beer story is just a legend, but

it serves to give insight into the national determination of

amazing Hungarians, as they make their march through

history as a nation.
- Written by the author of the Budapest Guide, located at

www.hungarybudapestguide.com where you can find information about attractions,

restaurants, programs, hotels in the capital of Hungary, Budapest!

<< When I came to this personal

epiphany in 2001, there was no indi-

cation on the Internet that anybody

else had recorded this observation,

which led me to question whether

an overactive imagination had got-

ten the best of me yet again. What a

great difference a couple years can

be in the Internet age: now a Google

search for “farkas wolf ‘christmas

story’ Prokofiev” yields 8,510 hits,

beginning with the Wikipedia entry

for the film!

Why is this important you ask?

Well, if you know Hungarian, you

will know that ‘farkas’ is the Hungar-

ian word for ‘wolf.’ Therefore, to play

the theme of the ‘wolf’ from

Prokofiev’s work – a piece drafted, it

would appear, for children to learn

the various instruments of an or-

chestra – is to play an obscure

‘inside joke’ on the viewers of the

film. (Making it even better is the

fact that the actor who plays the part

of Ralphie is ‘Peter’ Billingsley.)

Jean Shepherd, upon whose book

the movie is based – and who also

narrates the film from the perspec-

tive of an adult Ralphie looking

back on his childhood – appears to

have chosen the name of the bully,

‘“Scott (Scut) Farkas,’ himself. 

The story is set in 1940s northwest-

ern Indiana – significantly,

Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf debuted

in 1936 and became the subject of a

Disney cartoon – so the presence of

people of Hungarian ancestry and

last names is plausible.It is always

possible that the Prokofiev-wolf-

farkas nexus is just an unintentional,

if very witty happenstance. 

But the idea of it having been one of

the ultimate Hungarian ‘inside jokes’ –

although Jean Shepherd does not ap-

pear to have been Hungarian himself

– is enhanced by the comparatively

unknown and definitely less memo-

rable sequel to A Christmas Story, It

Runs in the Family (1994), in which Ral-

phie’s father recounts the story of “the

Hungarian barber’s cross-eyed daughter.”

Shepherd died in 1999, but as with

many common last names from

other cultures – and farkas can per-

haps be deemed one of those –

growing up with Hungarian acquain-

tances it is conceivable that Shep -

herd would have known the meaning

of the name in Hungarian.
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The 15th of March...
NOTHIN’ BUT A REVOLUTION, Y’ALL!
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T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  HOW COME ANYTIME I PASS OUT DRUNK, I WAKE UP WITH CHOCOLATE IN MY NOSE?

THE REVOLUTION OF 1848 WAS THE RESULT OF BIG DEMONSTRATIONS AND
PRESSURE ON THE LEADERS OF THE EMPIRE BY THE COMMON FOLK, MUCH
LIKE WHAT IS GOING ON IN THE WORLD AROUND US TODAY...  FACING POPU-
LAR PRESSURE THEY COULD NOT RESIST, THE LEADERS GAVE IN TO THE DE-
MANDS OF THE HUNGARIAN PEOPLE. 
SIGBJORN HEIER

PASCALE OSTERWALDER
The Ballad of the Minister of War
Theodor Earl Baillet de Latour 

If you’re curious for more perspective on the Revolution of
1848, this talented Austrian animator has narrated a rhythmic
and versed song of the events surrounding Vienna after 1848,
when the peope, facing hard government repression, made a
full revolution during the revolt in Hungary (image, above). As
the troops of the Empire were preparing to leave Vienna to sup-
press the Revolution in Hungary on October 6th, 1848, a crowd
sympathetic to the Hungarian cause and sick of the oppressive
Habsburg regime and its reactionist minister of war (Theodor
Count Baillet de Latour), started taking up arms and roaming
the streets, some of them heavily armed. The incident escalated
into violent street battles and under the guidance of workers
and students, the angry mob conquered the Ministry of War and
lynched the unpopular Latour. The Vienna Uprising of October
1848 was the last uprising of the Austrian Revolution of 1848. 

- youtube.com/watch?v=BgyTVR4riXQ

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF ANIMATION



“HONKY” - THE HUNGARIAN ROOTS OF A RACIAL EPITHET
Speaking of the Hungarian(-American) ‘working class’ in the Chicago environs.

According to the entry on Wikipedia: Honky, Honkey or Honkie is an American racial

slur for a Caucasian, usually applied to males. 

The word ‘honky’ as a pejorative for Caucasians comes from ‘bohunk’ and

‘hunky’. In the early 1900’s, these were derogatory terms for Bohemian, Hungar-

ian, and Polish immigrants. According to Robert Hendrickson, author of the

Encyclopedia of Word and Phrase Origins, Black workers in Chicago meat-packing

plants picked up the term from white workers and began applying it indiscrimi-

nately to all Caucasians.

Honky was later adopted as a pejorative meaning white in 1967 by black mili-

tants within SNCC seeking a rebuttal for the term nigger. They settled on a familiar

word they felt was disparaging to certain Americans of European descent; hunkie

meaning an American of Slavic or Hungarian descent.

In the Simpsons cartoon series, Homer Simpson is fond of saying when some-

thing goes wrong, particularly at the nuclear power plant where he works, “blame it

on Tibor, the guy who doesn’t speak English.” 

One can imagine that this is something of an inside joke among the creators

of the Simpsons, since the chief cartoonist Gabor Csupo is Hungarian (suppos-

edly Hank Azaria’s character Dr. Nick Riviera, a quack physician, is supposed to

be a parody of Ricky Ricardo on I Love Lucy – “Hi e-ver-y-bo-dy!” – but coworkers

just assumed he was making fun of Gabor. Personally, I have always thought he

sounds oddly like Andrei Codrescu on NPR) .

According to the online urban dictionary of slang, “blame it on… Tibor” has en-

tered at least some marginal popular discourse as shorthand for blaming the

foreigner – thus in keeping perhaps, unintentionally, with the roots of ‘Honky’:

A tibor is someone in your office whom you blame when you have done some-

thing stupid, illegal, or immoral. Typically the person is someone who cannot

defend himself or herself. Especially effective when the Tibor cannot speak Eng-

lish. “You'll have to jiggle the handle. That idiot, Tibor, lost the key.”

- Richard Andrew Hall holds a Ph.D. in Political Science from Indiana University, where he focused his studies on east

central Europe. He is the author of articles on Romania, Hungary, nationalism, and east central Europe in general, in

academic journals and more recently on the Internet.
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meet your meat

Mobile protein sack
Mangalica as a species was not initially a pig at all, or perhaps even an animal, but rather

a small, rapidly growing amino acid pouch which was easily resupplied by simply hanging

it in the musty air of a swamp. However, when the pouches proved to grow too slowly and

produced less than satisfactory nutrition and taste, the High Hungarian Council ordered

scientists to improve them. Specific needs were portability, self-maintenance, stealth,and

healthful, high-concentration nutrients. The scientists turned to the most delicious crea-

ture on Earth, known to them as the bacon beast. After selecting the best traits of both,

the Mangalica was spliced into being. Sporting the best taste and most prodigious

amounts of fat, however, was not enough. Mangalica actually produce omega-3 and -6

acids in astoundingly high concentrations. They are generally raised outside of pens as

grazing animals and , it is said, occasionally serve as assassins for the secretive Hungarian

society known only as the Baconae Marsunicum. Thus, their infiltration of neighbouring,

non-Hungarian territories is both a boon and an ominous signal of things to come...

The British Store
Minden, Ami Brit!
All Things British!

Have you been looking for British food and a favorite British tea? Shop for all

your British groceries �om our range of over 1000 products. We will de-
liver your order to your home to several districts in
Budapest for free and with competitive prices to anywhere in the coun-

try. Our range covers thousands of products. From PG Tips to Walkers Crisps,

Marmite or Heinz Baked Beans, you can buy all the British brands. Visit our

webshop and place your order. 

Do you prefer traditional shopping? Our shop is located in

XIII. district, Tatra u. 30/B near to Nyugati, Lehel or Jászai Mari Tér. Open: Mon-

day-Friday 10.00-19.00, Saturday: 10.00-15.00, www.britishstore.hu



Ihave never been predisposed to trying sushi or sashimi. I was just never in

the cards, and well outside my sense of adventure. Add a fear I grew up

with in the West about undercooked pork, chicken and beef, well... let us

say I had no plans to "go there." That all changed recently when a very sweet

man I had met online told me he was passing through Budapest with a group

of friends. Would I care to meet him for dinner, he asked? To my readers, the

answer is a foregone conclusion. Yes!

First, he was flying in from Tokyo. So, three months in advance, he asked

me out on a date on a specific day, which I put on my calendar and dutifully

ticked off each week. It was either very smart or very naive of him to ask so

far in advance, as this hungry bunny is a busy one. But either way, it was

charming.

Not so charming was his single-subject discussion otherwise. In the inter-

im, when we chatted online, he detailed his love of all things Star Trek. I admit

to being a fan of the whole saga. It's how we met, editing the Memory alpha

wiki site about the franchise, and hanging out in a chat room for its fans. It

was a phase, and long before we met I had moved on. I put away my doubts,

though. Geeky mating rituals often include references to common ground. It's

a kind of substitute for that scary intimacy thing (and to be honest, I also

found it cute on that level).

When the day finally came, he called. I immediately liked his British-sound-

ing accent, smiled at his nervous confirmation of our date, and gave him my

address. He appeared 10 minutes early, and I did not keep him waiting. He

was very secretive about his plans, and handed the cab driver a slip of paper,

then fumbled with his bag after an awkward in-the-cab hug. Thankfully, the

Star Trek uniform from his online profile was not in evidence. 

"How is your trip so far?" I asked.

"I enjoy Europe, but I have been looking forward to tonight," he said. I noted a

blush, and the overall effect was to make me think, "Oh, how sweet!"

When we pulled up in the 6th district in front of a red sign saying, "Wasabi,"

I thought, "Oh? Japanese? But why would someone from Japan want to eat Japan-

ese when they travel?"

"I wanted to share something from Japan with you, because you have not been to

my country before," he said. "My friends tell me this place is better than the others."

We walked in and were seated promptly near a bar where chefs and cooks

busily prepared dishes. I ordered a Japanese green tea and he smiled his ap-

proval, but proceeded to order warm sake. All the while, a conveyor belt

trundled by, with small bits of cooked food atop and cool food below. He fol-

lowed my eye, and reached to the lower belt.

I froze in place when he set a plate of what I knew was sushi right in front

of us and looked into my eyes. "This is maki (sushi in a roll with a died seaweed

wrap)," he said. "I think you will like it." After sliding a piece of gari, or pickled

ginger, I later found out, and dabbing some green wasabi (a horseradish gar-

nish) on, he popped one expertly into his mouth and gave me a grin. "This is

very good sake, a salmon sushi."

I was completely paralyzed. Apparently this is a symptom of both fear and

eating an improperly prepared sashimi, known as fugu (luckily not on the

menu). He looked at me for a moment then gestured for me to try a piece. It

was not fugu, but it was still raw fish. I reached for the chopsticks, fully intend-

ing to fumble the piece strategically onto the floor. But he stopped me. "Oh,

we are sitting in front of the itamae (sushi chef). Maki is not for chopsticks."

I imitated my beau and tentatively slipped a small bit of the sushi into my

mouth, then the rest as the salt of the soy sauce hit my tongue. I was fully pre-

pared to fake chewing then swallow whole, perhaps grabbing a plate of

teriyaki or yakitori to busy myself with. But instead, I thoroughly chewed the

sushi and found myself wanting to reach for more.

My date did first, but, holding his next piece up, questioned, "It's good?"

It was more than good. I nodded as a smile took over, "Yes, thank you."

He blushed a bit and whispered, "You were very afraid, I think, but you were

very brave to go ahead and try it."
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Wasabi
SO LONG, AND THANKS FOR ALL THE FISH

food in the city

CAN DELICIOUS FOOD SERVED ON CONVEYOR BELTS
CONVEY A DEEPER MEANING TO ONE'S DATE? OR IS IT
JUST AN EASY MEANS OF AVOIDING PERSONAL CON-
VERSATION?
DAISY BLAZE, ILLUSTRATION: PÁL ZSUZSI

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE   MODERN ART = ‘I COULD DO THAT’ + ‘YEAH, BUT YOU DIDN’T’.



Szeretek főzni. Megint.
Mikor kislány voltam, nagyon szerettem sütni. Főzni nem annyira, de mindent összevetve szerettem

kreatívkodni a konyhában (is). aztán volt egy – hosszú – időszak, mikor csak a zöldségleves ment – mert
egyszerű és imádom -, azon kívül semmi mást nem voltam hajlandó a konyhában alkotni. ha meg is próbál-
tam, mert kellett, általában nem jól “sűlt” el, hogy stílusos maradjak. Aztán lett egy barátom, aki szeretett
főzni és szerette, ha főznek neki. Ígyhát megint elkezdtem és újra megszerettem.

Szóval szeretek főzni. Megint. Imádom a rántott leveseket, a főzelékeket. Hál’Istennek a barátom is sz-
erette a főziket – neki ez újdonság volt ausztrál lévén, de imádta. Én meg főztem neki… néha… ha jó fiú
volt. Általában nem nézem a szakácskönyveket, inkább anyukámat hívom fel, ha jó kis magyaros cuccról
van szó. De azt már rég megtanultam, hogy 2 deci tejföllel kell a rántást elkészíteni egy nagy adag
leveshez, vagy főzelékhez. FINCSIIII.

Ma is főzeléket főzök. Barátom már rég hazament, de azért én még szeretek főzni – magamnak, néha
barátoknak. Ma is így van ez. Sarki bolt, tejföl. S amin megakadt a szemem az nem az ára – sarki bolt a
belvárosban, úgyis több, mint a madaras teszkóban -, hanem az űrtartalma: 140 g. Száznegyven
gramm!!!!!! MICSODAAAA?? Meddig megyünk még lejjebb? Eddig még sikerült az eredeti tejfölösdoboz
magasságát megtartani a 175, majd 150 grammos átverésekkel, hogy ne legyen annyira feltünő, de ez már
nemcsak karcsú, de alacsony is. Vagy erre mondják, hogy “legalább a mienk”? Hja, az ára természetesen
nemhogy alacsonyabb, de magasabb a 150 grammot még tartó bajtársaiétól.

Most mit kezdjünk a régi sütisreceptekkel, amikhez “egy pohár tejföl” szükségeltetik? Vigyáznak az
alakunkra. Nehogy úgy járjunk, mint nyugatabbra tőlünk egyes népek, akik többsége lábujjait már csak
periszkóppal látja. Ép testben ép lélek – ez így van. De a testi épségünknek szellemünk kiegyensúlyozott volta
is szerves része. És én majd’ szélütést kaptam a 140 grammos tejföl láttán.

- ZSANDI TÓTH (ZSANDIKA.WORDPRESS.COM)

So far, so good.

"It reminded me of Spock's mother waiting on Vulcan and seeing the world ex-

ploding around her, but accepting her fate in the new Star Trek movie," he said,

reaching for my hand.

What? Please not the Star Trek thing again.

I nodded and listened, then slowly moved my hand to get more food,

munching several varieties of sushi, many with a decidedly Hungarian inter-

pretation (which makes everything better!) as my geeky web friend replaced

the promisingly charming international man before my eyes. When I held up

a bit of teriyaki chicken in my chopsticks, I decided to be in theme.

"This reminds me of Spock's mother after the transport failed and the lava caught

her," thinking myself quite clever.

He was shocked. "That is so heartless," he said, disappointment, nay, disbe-

lief on his face. "Spock is a very sensitive character with a strong will. His mother's

death will change the character forever."

Then the knapsack rose from under the table and he reached in. Out came

Spock. And with a great impression, he puppeted Spock as he said, "I find

your callousness on the passing of my mother illogical, and unwarranted." Back

into the knapsack the doll went.

I was stunned. He plays with dolls. There were no more attempts at hand-

holding that night, but the delicious food rolling by on the conveyor belts

was worth the awkwardness. I savoured Korean and Japanese entrees and

udon noodles, nodding and mostly avoiding his gaze until I was stuffed (in-

cluding some coconut tapioca for dessert, followed by a red mousse of some

kind... yum!) and he yawned.  I will likely never see him again, but I am now

a sushi convert. And the idea of a buffet that comes to me, is, well, very hun-

gry bunny-friendly. 

THREE LOCATIONS IN BUDAPEST: Wasabi Wok és Suhsi Étterem; 1037
Budapest, Szépvölgyi út 15. Tel: +36 1 430 10561065, Podmaniczky utca 21.
Tel: +36 1 374 00081123, Alkotás utca 53. Tel: +36 1 225 35184025 Debrecen,
Dósa Nádor tér 11. Tel: +36 52 535 346, www.wasabi.hu 
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THE CAKE
a cukrászda

YOU'LL FIND A WIDE SELECTION OF SELF-PREPARED
CONFECTIONARIES AND SALTY BITES IN OUR SHOP,
AND YOU MAY TASTE OUR ICE-CREAM THAT IS MADE OF
A PRIVATE RECIPE HERE ON THE SPOT!

WE ARE HAPPY TO SERVE YOU WITH:
- ALL KINDS OF CAKES - EVEN YOUR SPECIAL WISHES 
- SALTY BAKERY FOR MEETINGS AND EVENTS

WHY I LOVE HUNGARY; TEJFÖL
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Dress, drink and domicile
WE ALL KNOW THAT HUNGARY IS NOT RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF THE MOST FASHIONABLE COUNTRIES IN THE WORLD.

dr dapper

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  SIZE DOES MATTER, BUT NOT AS MUCH AS SMELL.

It’s no wonder that big fashion ge-

niuses like Stella McCartney, Coco

Chanel and Gianni Versace (just

to mention a few), were born in this

great land. Countries like France,

England and Italy give a lot of sup-

port to the couture world and

embrace all the beautiful ideas that

make possible the creation of amaz-

ing garments and trends. 

Sadly for some other countries (like

Hungary) fashion is not an important

matter in society. It’s a subject that is

lost, and no one here seems to care

anymore about it. That's why this arti-

cle is going to be dedicated to all

those amazing Hungarian fashion de-

signers that want to change this way

of thinking and make this nation a

more likable one when it comes to

fashion. After a lot of searching, I

have come to realized that there are

some good Hungarian designers out

there with innovative ideas. Here’s an

overview of some of the most talented

fashion designers from this nation:

From left to right, above;

MAKÁNY MÁRTA: This amazing de-

signer really captures my attention

with her outstanding collection. The

variety of fabrics and textures that she

uses to play with her gowns are com-

pletely stunning. Chic and creative,

this diva of the runway knows how to

speak in fabric, and her work leaves

us speechless. Her 2011 collection in-

tegrates not only a variety of different

colors but lines and patterns that re-

sult in fun creations every woman can

wear. The nicest thing about this de-

signer is that her clothes are so

versatile that you are never bored. You

can find it all, from strapless dresses

with ruffles to high- waisted, flowing

gowns. Her concept for making

clothes is to embrace that inner beau-

ty that every woman has and translate

it into beautiful clothes that make

them feel utterly unstoppable.

www.makanymarta.com.

ABODI NAGY DORA: Innovative and

minimalist are the best words to de-

scribe the clothes that this talented

designer creates. Definitely a master

in the art of deconstruction, all her

pieces give you the vibe of being a

fascinating. As if we were talking

about a puzzle, her clothes are per-

fectly cut and well put together,

creating interesting and very fluid

shapes that give you a vibe of distinc-

tion. In her Spring/Summer col-

 lec  tion for 2011, she used a lot of

nude colors and played with the pro-

portion of the different pieces to

create new and interesting shapes in

women's bodies. The corsets she cre-

ated for this collection are especially

well-made and give us that Madonna

vibe from the 90’s. Wearable and

chic, her pieces are perfect for any

beautiful and free woman. www. do-

raabodi.com.

CSEH ÉVA: Sophisticated and with a

fashion-forward sense, the type of

clothes she creates are very futuris-

tic. With clean lines and bold looks,

her garments create elongated and

slender figures that are very fashion-

able nowadays. High waists and

empire silhouettes are the most com-

mon shapes that she uses to embrace

that symmetric but feminine look that

all her pieces own. Tunics are also im-

portant pieces in her collection. with

asymmetric and minimalistic cuts,

they transmit us a feeling of purity

and perfection that goes hand by

hand with a modern sense of style.

www.myspace.com/csehevi.

I have provided you with some of

the names that bubble to the top of

my mind in the world of Hungarian

fashion designers. Seek them out,

see what you may have been missing,

and let us all move Hungary in a

fashion-forward mode of dress and

outlook. 

After all, we are the Paris of the

East. Should we not appreciate and

show off the fashion we need to up-

hold that name? 

TRENDS HERE COME AND GO LIKE THE WIND, AND WHETHER IT’S A
HURRICANE OF COLORS AND FABRICS OR JUST A SMALL BREEZE, THE
INDUSTRY OF FASHION HAS HAD A VERY PRIVILEGED SPOT IN EURO-
PEAN LIVES FOR CENTURIES. 
ALFONSO MAJETIC
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It's always a task to communicate with my

wine-loving friends in the United States just

exactly what Kékfrankos wine is and is not .

So, as I assume many of my readers are not in the

know on such matters, let us begin with some

disambiguation. Firstly, to dispel a common

myth, Kékfrankos is not closely related to Gamay.

The belief that this was the case stems from the

Bulgarian name for the grape (Gamé), and not

from the actual lineage of the grape. The ques-

tion has been decided conclusively via DNA

analysis.

However, Kékfrankos (the grape) is the same

grape known as Blaufränkisch in Germany and

Lemberger in Austria. The German and Hungar-

ian names are practically direct translations of

each other ("Blue Frankish"). However, the Austri-

an name lends us more history, as it tells us that

the grape's current form rose in the Austrio-

Hungarian empire's Lemberg in Lower Styra

(modern-day Slovenia), from which it was import-

ed to Germany. That is not necessarily the whole

story, as some postulate an earlier cultivation

(Austria's Black Frankish, or Schwarze Fränkische). 

con’t page 23 >>
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The Brody Bunch
BRODY HOUSE'S COMPLETE AND COMFORTABLE CREATIVES' COMMONS
When one enters the Brody House for the first time, it becomes obvious that there are

layers to the place. Down one hallway is a sitting area, complete with a small bar. In the

foyer and the space one enters to the left, walls and tables are covered with creative and

scholarly works. There are announcements for parties, receptions and hosted speakers. 

To call the Brody House a creative space is a gross oversimplification. The house itself 

was once home to prime ministers, then a doctor, and now to a club, hotel and studios

serving intelligentsia spanning the creative milieu. It boasts accommodations tailored to

the needs of intellectual and creative visitors and their adherents, offering both the high-

est levels of concierge service and social connection for their guests. . Musicians, com-

posers, photographers, painters, authors, scholars, wine tastings, debate dinners, and

intimate concerts all have a place here and play a role in the shaping of a new take on 

intellectualism. It does not stand alone, but rather within a collaborative network of kin-

dred spaces in Canada, the United Kingdom, Germany and (when requested) Stockholm

and New York. The Brody House is a doorway as much as it is a house, and refuge to 

the higher mind and creative spirit.

- Brody House, VIII. Budapest, Bródy Sándor utca 10, 

Tel: (+36 70) 931 1402, www.brodyhouse.com

KÉKFRANKOS: FROM GREAT YIELDS TO GREAT WINE,
A LOCAL STAPLE REFINES ITSELF...
F PRUETT (FRANKLIN@THINK.CZ), PHOTO: MAURA NEILL

Vinomania

trends



T
he playground is always full of kids, and the

old plane trees are lovely. Moreover, Hunya-

di tér hosts the last unrenovated market hall

in Budapest, dating from the end of the 19th cen-

tury, It is a beautiful hall, badly in need of

renovations, but full of life and character. Let me

take you on a quick tour of some of the small

businesses on the square:

There is of course TREEHUGGER DAN’S BOOK-
STORE CAFÉ, Hungary’s leading promoter of

English language culture, used books and Fair

Trade organic coffee and tea, right off the square

at Csengery u. 48. Across the street, right on the

corner of Andrassy Ut is a hairdresser that my

landlord and several female friends swear by. I

have also had my hair cut there – for men’s hair-

cuts, make an appointment with Nunu. Also

across the street to the right at Csengery u. 33 is

the UNICEF STORE. Next to Treehugger Dan’s, also

at Csengery u. 48 is the RICHIE ABC, open until

late, and one can often find exotic

and inexplicable items there such

as Fair Trade banana beer. 

There is also a paper store and

household goods store in line, and

then a good paint store at Hunyadi

tér 2. At the paint store, avoid the

older folks and talk to the young guy

– he is friendly and helpful and pa-

tient. Then we come to CULINARIS. 

Culinaris, the gourmet food em-

porium now has 3 outlets in

Budapest; one at Hunyadi tér 3, one

at Balassi Balint u., and one in

Obuda. If you crave Ben & Jerry’s

ice-cream, or the ingredients for

Mexican, Indian, Thai, or other

dishes and have a deep wallet/

purse, Culinaris is the place for you.

They will also do a sandwich for

you with any top-notch ingredients

you want on it for under 900 huf.

Hunyadi tér 3 also hosts a soda

water (szikviz) bottler in the court-

yard. For a small deposit on a

refillable plastic bottle, you can get

it refilled on the spot for 70 Huf for

2 liters! Plus, you are not destroying

the environment with all the throw-

away PET bottles. 

There is also a HIDDEN SYNA-
GOGUE at Hunyadi tér 3, originally

built for the Jewish milkmen at the

market. About half-way between,

you will find the KOCCINTO, or PAPA
JOE’S BAR, which many students go

to for their lunch menu. 

Out in Hunyadi tér itself there is

the playground and a bustling open

FARMER’S MARKET all week (except

Sunday), the big days being Friday

and Saturday when most of the sellers come.

Everything from homemade chili sauce, honey,

cheese and sausages, to fresh vegetables and flow-

ers is available. 

Along the Szofia u. side on Saturdays you can

catch a very reasonably priced potted plant/

flower seller. Just past the square on the right at

Csengery u. 34, there is MAGDA SZABO, a nice,

quick seamstress who is often open late for emer-

gency repairs (tel:342-6594). At the other corner

of Vorosmarty u. and Hunyadi tér/Szofia u. there

is a good home improvement shop (barkacsbolt).

There is another paper store coming back along

the square on Vorosmarty u. towards Andrassy

Ut, then the fantastic HUNYADI KISVENDEGLO
RESTAURANT at Hunyadi tér 10 - one of the only

non-smoking restaurants in Budapest. Featuring

large portions, quite a few vegetarian options (and

not just your usual fried cheese!), good cooking,

and pleasant and multi-lingual service, they are

also flexible and sometimes willing to make some-

thing for you if you do not see it on the menu.

They also offer Treehugger Dan’s Fair Trade cof-

fee. Inside the market hall, I highly recommend

the fruit and vegetable stand run by CSABA, oppo-

site the flower shop near the Eotvos u. entrance.

Often a long line, but friendly and good produce. 

Right around the corner from Csaba is the LAN-
GOS (friend dough) stand (the best I have had in

Hungary), and TOMI THE BUTCHER. Tomi offers all

kinds of smoked meats, not just pork and beef,

but mangalica pig, ostrich and horse. The chalk-

board to the left of his stall, allegedly penned by

his illiterate older brother, reads “Smoked Hus-

band 499/kg” rather than “smoked head” (what a

difference 1 letter can make). 

There are other shops on the square but the last

I will mention is the ROCK RANDEVÚ CLUB at Hun-

yadi tér 11 which I have been known to get slowly

squiffed at while listening to hard rock music. 

All in all, it is a lovely and lively square, with lots

of good small retailers, greenery, a neighborhood

feeling, and very much worth preserving. 
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Hunyadi tér (Hunyadi Square)
THE CENTER OF MY BUDAPEST UNIVERSE

my budapest

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  I’M FAMOUS FROM COAST TO COAST. IN HUNGARY.

WHY ARE WE TRYING TO SAVE HUNYADI TÉR
FROM DESTRUCTION? FIRST AND FOREMOST,
IT IS THE ONLY GREEN LUNG LEFT DOWNTOWN
BESIDES NAGYMEZO U. (OF WHICH THE 6TH
DISTRICT IS LIKEWISE AGGRESSIVELY TRYING
TO DEFOREST). 
DAN SWARTZ, PHOTO; ALEX BARROW

Szamos Marcipán
“ALL OF THEM, PLEASE!”

Marcipán is one of the most well-disseminat-
ed agents of Hungarian corruption in the world.
Its incomparable sweetness and unique taste
defy all attempts at achieving similar balance.
But it can be imitated. However, the sheer 
difficulty in doing so has led to many related 
(if human-developed) treats that laughably
struggle to touch even the basest levels of 
worthiness in the great Marcipán Pyramid of
Perfection. The glee with which the Hungarian
strangers observe these failures is manifested in
a shrine of sorts to their unique treat. Szamos
Marcipán: the terrifying, wonderful temple of
confectionery supremacy.

- 1126 Budapest, 

Böszörményi Way 24, Hungary 

Tel: 06 1 201-3281,

www.szamosmarcipan.hu
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<< con’t from page 21

All that aside, the more modern his-

tory of Kékfrankos carries the

overtones of Hungary's own histo-

ry. Stalin's penchant for depopulation was

not limited to the human realm, nor was

his ferocious demand of production num-

bers. When his economic policies were

enforced in Hungary's agricultural sector,

the Kadarka grape was largely replaced by

Kékfrankos (and Portugieser... covered and

drunk for a previous Vinomania with glee).

But the effects of his viticide began to sub-

side when Hungarian vintners returned to

planting more Kadarka.

But... pay no mind to Stalin's attempted

elimination of the "less-fruitful". Kék-

frankos wines have my attention, and

deserve more of yours. It first saw its way

into Hungary on a widespread basis after

Phylloxera decimated grape production in

1882. It is still used in the Cuveé Egri

Bikavér, but this column focuses on the va-

rietal Kékfrankos, so we'll now push the

history books aside in favor of some tast-

ing and pairings for this variable but

loveable local. I will cover Kékfrankos rosé

later, for now, it's all red for me.

I have a very well-connected friend in

Hungary's wine industry whose disinterest

in publicity serves my purposes well. Well,

that and her well-stocked personal cellar, I

should say. She shared with me a bottle of

EGRI KÉKFRANKOS BARRIQUE 2006, and I

was wowed. Its color was deep and its acid-

ity subtle. The wine was dry but had

well-developed berry flavors alonside some

spicier undertones, as if the vines were

grown around a cinnamon or nutmeg or-

chard. Acidity was present but not

overwhelming, which I did not expect from

the color, really.

I was not surprised when she rattled off

a list of awards the wine had wone, includ-

ing, most recently, the 2010 Decanter Gold

in the United Kingdom. It is on sale at Egri

Korona Borhaz in Eger and, mercifully, via

mail order and online (Tel: +36 550 343,

www.koronaborhaz.hu). At 4.990Ft, it is an

amazing steal. It may be available in local

wine shops, so do support our fair city's

dealers if possible.  I enjoyed this wine with

a bit of bleu cheese and shrimp cocktail. 

As I am making a concerted effort to try or-

ganic wines, I acquired a bottle of the

PFNEISZL sisters’ 2009 KÉKFRANKOS SO-
PRON. It has been making the rounds in

blogs and some distributors in the United

States and the United Kingdom have been

touting it. I will say that the wine is less spicy

than some other types, and unlike the Egri

above, a bit more medium and a bit less medi-

um-heavy in body. Nonetheless, there were

still some notes of spice and the characteristic

fruitiness in this Sopron offering, and it is an

interesting and delicious organic. 

The young sisters have an extensive net-

work of distributors here in Budapest, so

check their website for one near you

(www.pfneiszl-vineyards.com). I am  look-

ing forward to seeing this wine on the table

again after a year or two aging in the bottle.

For now, it definitely paired well my own

Chicken Diablo with Penne.

The last selection for this month was

from a vintner whose bottles and offerings

I have seen everywhere. WENINGER'S 2007
KÉKFRANKOS SOPRON was anything but

subtle. That is fine by me. Its nose is head-

on and both spicy and fruity. It is in no way

misleading. The taste on the palate is force-

ful and assertively strong in its

characteristic flavours. Drinking this wine

was a pleasure of very "macho" proportions,

and indeed I will seek it out again. Don't be

put off, I merely mean to say that it was live-

ly and proud in its rich flavors. I enjoyed it

with a plate of chicken paprika, and make

no apologies for that.

Until my next column, I ask you to keep

drinking good wines, stop drinking bad

ones, and to tell every person you might

know what it is that you know.

WWW.THINK-MAGAZINE.COM
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Goose liver or “foie gras”
LIBAMAJ BY ANY OTHER NAME

Geese were the first creatures discovered which
could provide the exotic molecules the initial

waves of Hungarian invaders lacked in their
post-landing diets. After quickly narrowing
down the location of the molecules to the
livers, the process of gulping down the sub-

stances was fine-tuned, resulting in a delicious
foodstuff that eventually was adopted by humans
everywhere. The geese have not escaped the un-

yielding yoke of the Hungarian overlords ever since.

2011.04.12. - 05.01

The most outstanding art event this Spring!

70 helyszín, 90 művész, 800 műalkotás
70 venues, 90 artists, 800 artworks



WE ARE NOT
DUCKS ON A
POND BUT
SHIPS AT SEA
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T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  IT’S BEEN A BIT QUIET THIS MORNING, I’VE JUST BEEN GOOGLING MY NAME... STEVE’S PRETTY COMMON APPARENTLY.

Welcome to "Bar Deities," wherein our intrepid Thinkers go forth to Bu-
dapest's Bars, Pubs n' Clubs and introduce you to the Bar Gods and Goddess-
es. We usually keep them too busy with drink requests for anything beyond
chitchat, right? Well, thanks to Scott Warren, you can know them a little bet-
ter without interrupting the flow of intoxicants they so brilliantly provide.

I sit unable to resist a fresh Guinness draft. It's staring me down, so I green light
the beer for my nerves' sake. Soon I'll be interviewing a brilliant and beautiful Bar
Goddess at The Caledonia. She has arrived, and immediately apologizes for keep-
ing me waiting. It's a display of her abundant class right there. Zsuzsanna is driv-
en, and devoted to making Caledonia a second home for all of us living in or
visiting Budapest. Both Hungarians and foreign residents are fortunate to have
such an honorable and sincere bartender, hostess and owner serving them. She
gives her all to the establishment and it's clientele, and it shows. Deeply sensitive
to the needs of children and providing funds and education to those in need,
Zsuzsanna is both charitable and charismatic. She aims almost all her spare time
at helping others less fortunate. Her program in the near future involves a Chef
school, Argentine Tango lessons for the blind, and dances to raise funds for her
many causes. She helped organize the big protest against the government's at-
tempt at closing down the 6th district at 22:00. She won for everyone. The cam-
paign continues, and she has several spirit companies as well as celebrities lending
their assistance in helping make the legislation disappear. She explains to me that
money is "not her priority" in all of this incredibly time consuming work. She is
not even a bit materialistic, but she is charming, sensitive and calm. Her quite
beautiful soul shines through her eyes. She looks right into mine the whole time
we talk. Powerful stuff. 

She is shy about being praised, blushing a bit, for she is beautiful inside and
out. I tell her that we see how hard she works, yet poised and friendly she re-
mains. She feels that her charity and mentoring programs help give her this inner
peace and help her bear her 12-16 hour days. She's not a big sports fan, loves
the color white best, and is currently a single Aquarius. She knows every aspect
of the bar business, and can do any task required at The Caledonia. She is a mas-
ter with Scotch especially, as they feature an amazing array. She loves to cook,
teach, and contribute her all in the community. In my thirty years bartending, she
ranks at the absolute top in every way with her service and style. Patrick McMe-
namin is the first to tell you, "she is awesome." They created and opened Cale-
donia together 5 years ago in September. She and Patrick keep it real, even a
Scottish chef in the kitchen. Hello Paul.

She's always organizing incredible events. On Caledonia's website (www. kale-
donia.hu) you can peruse what she is planning in the months ahead.  Or, just go
in (VI. Budapest, Mozsar utca 9) and have her teach you a bit about scotch in the
lounge. This Bartender is a class act. That's by everyones' account over at Cale-
donia. Her causes and efforts to help the church, hospitals, schools and the dis-
abled all are funded by us if we aim at her Pub. I recommend everybody see for
themselves, so she can keep up that supportive creativity and innovation. She
works nonstop, seven days a week, yet flows through the effort without being
exhausted or stressed. As a hobby she dances the Argentine Tango. She prefers
non-fiction cinema and literature. Maybe that's because real and practical people
like Zsuzsanna want real and practical inspiration. She was born here, yet she
picked up a Scottish accent after living in Scotland. That led to the dream of own-
ing a Scot bar. But she has many others. Patrick was mightily pleased that I as-
signed this little tribute to her. I'm mighty proud, in turn, to have this personal
moment with a living angel. At the end of the meeting she covers my Guinness,
as if I didn't adore her enough.  We salute you March Bar Goddess. Keep up the
great work! 

Bar Goddess of The Caledonia: Zsuzsanna Bozo

KIOSK

Ízleld kávédat saját csészédből!
Az agyag végig jelen volt az emberiség fejlődéstörténetében. 

Különböző kultúrák csodálatos kerámia lenyomatai maradtak ránk fényképként
megőrizve viseleteiket, szokásaikat. A Noha Stúdió célja, hogy eme ősi művészet -
nek, mesterségnek tudását, fortélyait átadja, hogy tovább élhessen az utódok-
ban. A noha kerámia iskolában ötvözik az ősi formavilágot, a modern tech -
nikákkal, átszőve és kialakítva saját stílusukkal. Az alapoktól tanítják a kerámia
technikákat - különböző kultúrák érintésével- az ősi marokedénytől a szobor -
készítésen keresztül egészen a korongozásig. Az általános tanfolyamokhoz,
táborokhoz különleges kézügyesség nem szükségeltetik, a kreatív lehetőségek
magában az agyagban, illetve az alkotóban találhatók. Ezért a technikák
taníthatók, elsajátíthatók. A haladó kurzusokat azoknak ajánljuk, akik elvégezték az
alapozó kurzust, vagy megfelelő előképzettségük van a kerámia készítés terén.
Rengeteg izgalmas foglakozást próbálhatunk ki, legyünk akár gyerekek, szülők, felnőt-
tek. Néhány ezek közül: baba-mama agyagozás, hobby kerámiafoglalkozás, alapozó és
haladó kerámia tanfolyamok, agyagfigurás animációs filmkészítő kurzus, kerámia festés! 

- A tanfolyamokra előzetes bejelentkezés szükséges, úgyhogy ne habozza-
tok, érdeklődjetek és jelentkezzetek a nati@nemesnatalia.hu e-mail címen,

és/vagy a 06-70-386-0559 vagy a 788-10-99 telefonszámokon!

NOHA

This compilation endeavors to introduce Budapest’s independent art scene

of the past 20 years and provide assistance to the understanding of its autono-

my, its transience, and its relation to the society’s economic and ideological

framework through mapping its evolution, its participants and sites. It is diffi-

cult to grasp and interpret an independent art scene: its boundaries and

definitions keep changing together with the transforming political, economic

and cultural environment. In accordance with their lifestyle, the independent

artists of the eighties considered themselves “alternative.” while the power

structure viewed them as a political factor. Today, there is a tendency to de-

scribe artists’ organizations that are unrelated to institutions and the market as

“independent.” The book offers a missing biography, providing reference for a

better understanding of the relationship between the self-organized and the in-

stitutionalized, and the manifold ways in which these structures mutually

shape one another. It is about the projects set up on non-bureaucratic struc-

tures which emerged and were transformed along various schemes, before

disappearing. It is about sites, which elude self-definition and almost never

leave behind a documented trace. The book was edited by Katarina Šević

(artist) and Rita Kálmán (art historian) and consists of several essays and inter-

views by different international authors, numerous photographs and extensive

directory about more than 40 independent art initiatives.It is an independent

publication, printed and published in Budapest in 2010.

- More information about the book is available at: www.impex-info.org

INDEPENDENT ART INITIATIVES, BUDAPEST 1989-
2009, 128 PAGES, ENGLISH AND HUNGARIAN
DAISY BLAZE



The Lab is an amalgamation of both stores offering fashion and style for the

youth, and active lifestyle enthusiasts. This sprawling 230 m2 retail space is

home to such iconic brands as Vans, Oakley, Etnies, éS, Emerica, Eastpak, and

Havaianas, to name a few. They also provide official service and repair on all

Oakley eyewear. The shop not only showcases the latest collections from the

aformentioned brands, but also doubles as a skate shop, attending to all hard-

ware needs including skate decks, griptape, wheels, bearrings, trucks and

more. You’ll even find snowboarding equipment and clothing, and with Spring

right around the corner, you might just see a few cool bicycles too. The Lab is

located at Király utca 48, and is open Monday to Friday from 10:00 until 20:00,

and on Saturday from 10:00 until 18:00.

- facebook.com/thelabhun
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OPENED IN THE SPRING OF 2009 IN BUDAPEST’S
TRENDY KIRÁLY UTCA, THE LAB BECAME THE
NEW HOME FOR THE OAKLEY FLAGSHIP (PREVI-
OUSLY LOCATED ON ANDRÁSSY ÚT) AND ROCK-
STAR, WHICH RELOCATED FROM WESTEND.

The Lab

JOE BODIA

Túró
Rudi

Developed to deal with their occupation by menacing human forces during
the Cold War, Túró Rudi is a strange and wonderful not-quite-ice cream and
not-quite-candy treat. The bar replaced low-supply essentials in maintaining
Hungarian plasma sugar levels, which had become critically low by the time of
its development. It remains a tasty favorite to this day, and has even been quiet-
ly modifed for normal human taste, including the export of the bar as "DOTS."
The exported ones contain more sugar, but it is not known whether the various
fruit and nut flavors available in the Hungarian supercolony are also available
alongside the milk-chocolate, "original" bar. 

A-LIST:
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Mmmm, coffee. I love it,

and THE CAKE (V. Budapest,

Október 6 utca 6, Tel: (06 30)

777 8148, www.thecake.hu)

serves it up rather nicely paired with any

of their dozens of delectable desserts. My

first day in Budapest featured a cup of joe

from here. As the cold wanes this month,

a cup from here is like a harbinger of the

warmth to come.

NATIONAL DAY is March 15th here, and

commemorates the 1848-1849 war for in-

dependence. Hang a Hungarian flag of

your choosing from a place of your liking.

My suggestion to the men: randomly chal-

lenge an Austrian to a wrestling match

then refuse to clink glasses when you are

toasted on your glorious victory. She had

it coming. Suggestion to the women: chal-

lenge the editor to a wrestling match.

The BUDAPEST SPRING FESTIVAL
launches the season of love and, weather

permitting, the slow, inexorable browning

of winter-white Hungarian skin. Ah,

Spring! The festival is chock full of family-

friendly events from the 18th until April

3rd. Yes, I said family friendly. Forgive me.

THE FRINGE FESTIVAL, which happens as

its own event but during the Spring Festi-

val (April 1-3) and in cooperation with it

(by the same people) may have some

spicier fare, but we don't know because

the promised programme is STILL NOT

POSTED ON THE WEBSITE (www. festi-

valcity.hu). Fix it!

Did we miss ST PATRICK'S DAY? No,

but the PARADE will be on the 19th this

year. The Irish Hungarian Business Circle

has some nice details you can read about

on their website (www.ihbc.hu). More im-

portantly, this all means that I can

celebrate it twice! Woohoo! Look out,

liver! My suggestion is to hit the IRISH
CAT BAR (V. Budapest, 41 Múzeum Körút,

Tel: (36 1) 266 7485, www.irishcat.hu) on

the 17th for their party, let your liver re-

cover the 18th, then wear the green again

for the parade after an IRISH BREAKFAST
AT BECKETT'S (V. Budapest, Bajcsy Zsilin-

szky út 72, Tel: (36 1) 311 1035, www.

becketts.hu). But after the parade is over, I

think either another IRISH CAT night, a

stop at GUINNESS HOUSE (V. Budapest,

Városház utca 10 (36 70) 389-8623) or

maybe THE CALEDONIA'S GALA DINNER
(VI. Budapest, Mozsár utca 9, Tel: (36 1)

311 7611, www.kaledonia.hu) would be

good.

FAITHLESS is coming to town on the

21st (at the Sportaréna), and I am actually

looking forward to this show. If you know

that God is a DJ, enjoy Insomnia, or know

who Maxxi Jazz, Sister Bliss or Rollo are,

then this is a not-to-miss electronica

event. If you don't know, then go find out.

All of the members are good performers

in their own right, but they are also good

people, refusing to play where people are

oppressed, regardless the money offered.

Don't worry, they're still coming to Bu-

dapest. A big "BOO!" to promoters at

www.viagogo.co.uk for only listing ticket

prices (so far) in pounds.

Speaking of pounds, (or kilos) you may

have a few extra ones sitting around after

this long, chilly winter. This month is all

about shaking off that winter sleepiness

and heading out into the hoped-for sun-

shine. But this column is not. Well, okay.

Maybe it is a bit about that. Since I do not

want to see your folds of winter flab settle

over your waistband, head over to the

SYMA Event Hall (XIV. Budapest, Ifjúság

útja 2, Tel: (36 1) 460 1100, www.syma.hu)

on March 27th and check out the COCA-
COLA WAKE YOUR BODY AEROBICS DAY.
Tickets via www. ticketpro.hu DO IT! 

If something angrier than all this seems

more in line with your needs when April

comes rolling around, then head to the

SportAréna on the 8th around (perhaps

for a second time in less than a month if

you went to Faithless's gig) and catch the

one-two punch of MEGADETH AND SLAY-
ER in your metal-munching teeth as they

assault Budapest in the eastern leg of

their 2011 Carnage tour. They often rock

faces off, leaving steaming piles of melted

head-flesh on the floor of front rows. 

The inevitable drunken fistfights out-

side are free to enjoy until the cops break

it all up. Tickets can be bought online

(www.livenation.hu). Afterward, head to

MONTEMARTRE (V. Budapest Zrínyi utca

18 Tel: (01) 301 8765) and revel among

ManOWar memorabilia. Seriously...

ManOWar! 
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1st International storytelling festival in Hungary!
HOLNEMVOLT
March 12-13. 2011, Magyar Tudósok körútja 3, holnemvoltfesztival@gmail.com

Fabulous in many ways: tales of half a dozen cultures, in seven different lan-
guages, this program is designed for listeners aged 14 and older – an event for en-
joying the magic of storytelling. The Festival features 6 international storytellers
from 6 different countries. Tone Bolstad Fløde (Norway) brings us old tales of the
far North; Angela Davis (USA) enchants the audience with her yarns from the
Cajun, Creole, African-American cultures. César „El Wayqui” Villegas (Peru) tells
with humor & emotion the traditional tales of his homeland; Birgit Lehner (Austria)
accompanies her stories with haunting melodies. Csernik Szende (Romania) tells
Transylvanian tales with puppets and a cheerful voice; Zalka Csenge Virág (Hun-
gary) brings stories of many cultures together onto one splendid stage. The pro-
gram also contains a ghost story concert (Sat.), flying lanterns (Sat.), an open mic
session (Sun.), and an hour of spiritual tales (Sun.). Let the stories begin! 

Party Time!
14 ÖTLET, HOGY ELMENJ HAZULRÓL

AGENDA

music
New Zanzibar Album:  Adam Searching for Eve
If you’re looking for a way to be a bit more au courant on Hungarian pop culture,
then Zanzibar's new album (and their constantly played back-catalog) may be just
the ticket. Fairly genre-defying, the band cites western influences ranging from
80s hard rock and pop metal (Van Halen, G'n'R, Pantera) to latter day grrrl rockers
(Alanis Morrissette, Pink and No Doubt). The new album is also sporting a new
sound, but front-lady Rita Terecsk noted the titular first single, released a few
weeks before the debut, was not typical of their former work, but well-related to
by friends and family alike. "That song take us in a really fresh music sound media
from the electric to the Metal music. We wrote the lyric about the weird love rela-
tionships of our age. We're missing some older values!" Sure, their English web-
site is not ready yet, but you can find them on Facebook and "like" them at
Zanzibar Zenekal. And, if you are bilingual, read more at www.zanzibar.hu. We'll
have a more extensive interview with them in the coming months. In the mean-
time, check the local CD shop or hypermarket for the album.



14 ötlet, hogy elmenj hazulról
14 WAYS TO LEAVE YOUR SOFA

Mmmm, kávé, imádom,

Budapestre való meg -

ér kezésem után az

első kávémat a THE CAKE
cukrászdában ittam (V. Budapest, Ok-

tóber 6 utca 6, Tel: (06 30) 777 8148

www.thecake.hu), ahol rendkívül ízlés-

esen szolgálják fel a fantasztikus, saját

készítésű süteményeiket. Minden itt fo-

gyasztott forró kávé csak messzebb űzi

a hideget, és közelebb hozza a tavaszt!

MÁRCIUS 15-E ITT NEMZETI ÜNNEP,
amikor az 1848-1849-es szabadsághar-

cra és forradalomra emlékezünk. Tűzz

ki te is egy kokárdát. Férfiaknak

javaslom, hogy hívjanak ki birkózni egy

osztrák úriembert, miután pedig legyőz -

ték, akkor ne koccintsanak vele! A

nőknek pedig, hogy keljenek birokra a

szerkesztővel! Óh, a tavasz! A BU-
DAPESTI TAVASZI FESZTIVÁL beindítja

a szíveket, és az időjárástól függően, a

hófehér magyar bőr elengedhetetlen

barnulását! A fesztivál csurig tele van

családbarát eseményekkel március 18.

és április 3. között. A családbarát pro-

gramokat mondtam, bocsánat. Aki

másra vágyik, annak ajánlom a FRINGE
FESZTIVÁLT, amely ettől függetlenül,

(de azzal közös szervezésben) jelen-

tkezik a fesztivál alatt (április 1és 3

között). Itt vadabb programok lesznek,

és reméljük, hogy valóban hamarosan

felkerülnek a fesztivál honlapjára!

(www.festivalcity.hu).

Csak nem hagytuk ki a ST. PATRIK
NAPOT? Nem, a PARÁDÉ idén 19-én

lesz. Az Irish Hungarian Business Cir-

cle programjában számos remek pro -

g  ram lesz (információk a honlapon:

(www.ihbc.hu) kiváltképp azért, mert így

duplán ünnepelhetek! Juhúú! Reszkess

májam! Ha rám hallgattok, akkor ugorja-

tok be az IRISH CAT PUB-Ba, (V. Bu-

dapest, 41 Múzeum Körút, Tel: (36 1)

266 7485, www.irishcat.hu) az ottani

partira 17-én, pihentessétek a májatokat

18-án, majd újra zöldbe öltözve először

menjetek egy ír reggelire a BECKETT'S-BE

(V. Budapest, Bajcsy Zsilinszky út 72,

Tel: (36 1) 311 1035, www.becketts.hu).

Az ünnepség után este bemehettek újra

az Irish Cat-be, vagy a GUINESS HOUSE
PUB-BA, (V. Budapest Városház utca 10

(36 70) 389-8623) vagy a KALEDONIA
SKÓT PUB-BA, (VI. Budapest, Mozsár

utca 9, Tel: (36 1) 311 7611). Március 21-

én a FAITHLESS fog fellépni a Sport -

arénában, amit én már nagyon várok.

Ha tudjátok, mi az a God is a DJ, sz-

eretitek az Insomniát, vagy ismeritek

Maxxi Jazzt, Sister Blisst vagy Rollot

akkor ne hagyjátok ki ezt a bulit! Ha

nem, akkor járjatok utána! Mindhárom

fellépő egyénileg is remek előadó, akik

nem lépnek fel olyan helyen, ahol elny-

omás van, függetlenül a felajánlott

bevételtől. Budapestre azért még eljön-

nek. Amúgy hangos fújolás jár amiatt,

hogy a szervezők a jegyek árát csak

angol fontban tüntették fel a

www.viagogo.co.uk oldalon! Amenny-

iben az idei hideg tél folyamán

növesztett úszógumidat nem táncolás-

sal akarjátok eltűntetni, akkor a téli

álomból felébredve induljatok kifelé a

régóta várt napsütésbe! Tény, hogy ez a

rovat nem csak erről szól, de ahogy jön

a tavasz, de a szerző nem akar majd

hurkákat látni! Úgyhogy kapjátok maga-

tokat a SYMA RENDEZVÉNYCSARNO-
KÁBA, ahol március 27-én kerül megren-

dezésre a COCA COLA WAKE YOUR
BODY AEROBICS DAY. Jegyek kaphatók

a www.ticketpro.hu oldalán. Mozgás!

Ha ennél több indulat van bennetek

az április érkeztével, akkor irány ismét

a Sportaréna, (ahol immár másodszor

bulizhatsz, már ha voltál a Faithless

koncerten) és 8-án készülj egy dupla

gyomrozásra a MEGADETH ÉS A SLAY-
ER közös koncertjén, akik Budapestet

is érintik a 2011-es Carnage turné

Kelet-Európai állomásai között. Itt

garantáltan leszakad az arcod, és azok-

nak, akik az első sorban állják végig az

erősítők támadását, csak a füstölgő

feje marad. Az ilyenkor elmaradhatat-

lan ökölharchoz nem kell külön

belépőt venni, ami a biztonsági- vagy

rendőri közbeavatkozásig tart. Jegyek

rendelhetőek online (www.livenation.hu).

Utána még látogassatok el a CAFÉ
MONMARTRE-BA, ahol ManOWar em-

léktárgyak láthatóak! De most

komolyan! ManOWar?

T H I N K  B U DA P E S T  CITY  MAGAZINE  SHE WAS GOING TO GET ME A GREEK FISHERMAN'S HAT FOR MY BIRTHDAY, BUT HE WOKE UP.

28 AGENDA

music
Készül a tavaszra a Fogasház csapata!

A Grancsó Kollektíva koncertje mellett fellép a Subicz Gábor-Benkó Dávid duó és a Tóth Viktor tercett feat. Hodek
Dávid formáció. Brandon Mezzelot és csapatát továbbra is kéthetente hallgathatjátok. A Puszi együttes és a Yes, yes
Matza! koncertezik március 12-én, 18-án pedig a rockabillyt rithm and blues-zal vegyítő Sonny and the Wild Cows
lép fel a Lomography nagykövetségi boltjának havi estéjén. Március 25-én fellép a Bass Loco. A Demo Galériában
március 1-jén a Nemzeti Művészetért Alapítvány nyitja meg „NMA Híradó” kiállítását, részben a MAGMA galériában
már bemutatott művek újragondolásából, részben új munkákból. Március 8-án a Dimenzio+ workshop termékeit
láthatjátok, ahol együtt dolgozott a PTE néhány hallgatója, a 100% Paprika Csoport, az ExLex csoport, és a VJCen-
trum több tagja. A résztvevők az Xboxhoz fejlesztett Kinect infra letapogató felhasználhatóságát tágították tovább. A
Kinect 2010 végén jelent meg a boltokban, tehát egy Magyarországon úttörő  projektet láthattok! A színházra
éhezők megtekinthetik a Pamlényi Pál Postás Panoptikum és a Petra von Kant keserű könnyei című produkciók pre-
mierjeit, a Flórián Műhely és színművészetis diákok, ill. az Ágens Társulat előadásában. Ismét lesz Weird Up! beszél-
getés az észak-koreai művészetről, Prizma-filmklub Jim Jarmusch kedvenc filmjeivel, és persze sok buli, Cyborg
Templarral és Ali Bishoppal, Paul Murphyvel, Kokummal, a Ghetto Bazaar dj-ivel, a MustBeat kollektívájával.

Március 25-én, a legnagyobb latin
parti, melyet valaha is megrendeztek a
hazai melegéletben! A nagy sikert ara-
tott Friends of Pride partisorozat
következő rendezvénye az Alterego
Clubban Latin Night Fever! Vérpezsdítő
zenével, tánccal és igazi latin show-val
várunk szeretettel mindenkit! A belépő
egy részével a fesztivált támogatod!
Belépő éjfélig: 1000 Ft, Éjfél után:
1500 Ft, Műsorkezdés: 00:30, Számí-
tunk Rád is!

On March 25th, come to the biggest
Latin-themed party ever organized in
the Hungarian gay scene! The next sta-
tion hosting the highly successful
Friends of Pride party series is Alterego
Club  Latin Night Fever! Exhilarating
music and dance, along with a Latin
performance everyone is going to love!
A portion of the entry fees will support
our upcoming festival! Before midnight:
1000 HUF, After midnight: 1500 HUF
Performance: 00:30 am, Everyone is
welcome!

latin party
Friends of Pride #2 - Latin Night Fever 
Alterego Club (VI. Budapest, Dessewffy street 33.), on 25th March, 2011, Friday

a panodráma bemutatja:
Szóról szóra dokumentumszínházi előadás
Nárcius 10-12. 20:00 Angol és magyar nyelven, felirattal. www.trafo.hu 

A Szóról szóra című előadás a magyarországi 2008-2009-es romák elleni 
támadássorozattal foglalkozik – szóról szóra, a szó legszorosabb
értelmében. Ez ugyanis az első hazai verbatim színházi projekt, vagyis 
minden egyes elhangzó mondat szó szerinti idézet a produkcióban
közreműködő színészek és dramaturgok által felvett több mint 
HATVANÓRÁNYI (!) HANGANYAGBÓL – interjúkból és beszélgetésekből a
túlélőkkel, az áldozatok családjával, rendőrökkel, polgármesterekkel, az
egyik gyanúsított barátnőjével, az utca emberével… Két állítás igaz 
egyszerre: a gyilkosságokat egyértelműen elítéli a magyarországi fehér
lakosság 90%-a. Ugyanakkor több mutató szerint ugyanezen csoport 
95%-a kisebb-nagyobb mértékben rasszista, ha a cigányokról van szó. Ez
utóbbi adattal próbáljuk meg szembesíteni magunkat és közönségünket!
Az előadás egy nemzetközi csapat közösségi munkájával készül- a magyar,
román és angol résztvevőkből álló csapat járt Piricsén, Galgagyörkön, Tarna-
bodon, Kislétán, Tatárszentgyörgyön, Sajóbábonyban, Lakon, Debrecenben.
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Suits you, Sir!
WILLIAM KENT  HAS FOND MEMORIES OF HIS FIRST SUIT.

There was a dress code, though we were beyond it. Ours was a world of

haber dash ery one-upman ship: the tie clip, the mono grammed belt buckle, the

French cuff, the cordovan tasselled vamp, the three-button double vented 

soft shouldered jacket, all became part of a mod neurosis displayed only by

members of The Who, Elizabethan dandies and Alex (and his droogs) from 

A Clockwork Orange. 

Why? Because when you’re 16 years old and living in Man-

hattan, a suit can be your ticket to a better social life. 

In school, we wore blazers and flannel slacks. But on the

weekends you were expected to wear a suit. Or so I discov-

ered when my friend Andrews was sent home with

instructions for me to change out of my jeans and sweater. 

"Why?" I asked him.

"You'll see," he replied.

It was the first time I'd ever walked through the stained oak doors of a real

pub. The bartender optimistically named Sis, popped her knuckles and gave

my Lanvin Glen Plaid, inherited from a stockbroker and family friend named

Eugene, the once over. As her eyes travel led from my white Brooks Brothers

button-down to my woven black silk tie, I waited for her to wag her chin at the

door. Instead she pushed a beer before me with a sartorial grin, "Nice suit, kid." 

Later, it was explained to me that with us dressed in suits, the local cops

were less inclined to hassle Sis about underage drinkers, which in turn pre-

vented her from kicking us out on our well-clad asses. It was a win-win

situation. At a time when the legal age was the massive gulf of two years away,

I felt like I had found the secret back door to an exclusive social club. That 

I was there under false pretences made it all the more delicious. I felt like Hold-

en Caufield masquerading as James Bond; like a pubescent secret agent,

drowning his teen angst with the cheapest beer in the house. Sure, I wasn't that

popular, I couldn't get girls to talk to me, but so what? I could get into bars.

That alone made me cool. 

The entrance  policy at New York bars was that every guy in sight got card-

ed while any attractive girl was allowed in regardless of age. For girls, their

gender and their looks were enough. For boys, we needed fake IDs and decent

suits. As I watched the uninitiated spurned from the door like heretics, I real-

ized that to wear a nice suit in New York gave you instant social cache. I had

to get more suits.  When you're 16 and can't afford Richard James to take your

measure ments, you have to be inventive. Countless after noons were spent

prowling thrift shops—Trash and Vaudeville in the Village, East Side Story,

Alice's Underground—to pick out camel hair, gabardine and mohair numbers,

and on occasion, a rare cashmere find. We became an information net work—

"Ciao Babes, I just saw a black gabardine in your size that walked out of 

a Fellini film. Muto Bellissima!" I became best friends with Madame Lao, a

Vietnamese tailor on Motts Street who could work magic with shears. Her

pedal-driven Singer had transformative powers rivalling Rumplestiltskin's. A 54

extra portly could be proportionally shrunk to a perfect 40 regular. 

At night I perused Alan Flusser's book on how to dress. I learned that the

best suits were double vented, that a bespoke sleeve had four functional but -

tons and that trouser cuffs, when employ ed, should always be one-and

-a-quarter inches in width. One day I found what became my favourite suit at

the Salvation Army. It was a charcoal grey single-breasted Paul Stuart that 

I imagined had been salvaged from the lost luggage of a millionaire. It was the

type of suit Cary Grant wore in North By Northwest. It was double vented, with

only the softest padding in the chest and shoulders. The lapels rolled deep to

a wasp waist. The pants were single pleated and fitted. It was a defining mo-

ment suit. An elegant bank robber's suit. A “making your bones" suit. It

became so integral to me, that when I wore it, people compli mented my ap-

pearance without knowing why.

And the grey suit worked. It allowed me entrance into

fancy parties at hotels where we became masters of the

surrep titious glide into weddings and bar mitz vahs. At the

Waldorf or the Plaza we would load up on free liquor and

canapés before a night of immaculately clad carous ing. And

while others would occasionally be turned away from more

exclusive clubs, I always got in. I recall a truly affronted

friend screaming. "I'm wearing vicuña, who the hell turns away

a man wearing vicuña?" The braces on his teeth—the source

of his rejection—flashed incrimi nat ingly in the streetlight. 

The grey suit was with me when at 17 years old, I scored the major social

coup of my young life by gaining entrance into Studio 54 the night my friends

were turned away. The notoriously finicky door man looked around then let me

in with a group of achingly beautiful Germanic girls I had cunningly posi-

tioned myself next to. As we marched into the club I could 

already see the famous half moon descending on the dance floor. I never 

felt more alive. Then one of the blonde girls, perhaps a Lufthansa airline

stewardess, cast a back ward glance at the suit. That night it had been paired

with a pale blue shirt and the black mesh tie. 

She looked like Jean Seberg in Goddard's Breathless when she said, "Nice,

very nice." The rest, as they say, is history. 

WILLIAM KENT, PHOTO: JEFF PARKER

THE AVERAGE 15-YEAR-OLD BOY'S MAJOR FASHION
DECISION SHOULD BE WHAT FLESH-TONED ZIT
CREAM AND TRAINERS HE SHOULD PAIR HIS JEANS
WITH. BUT IN THE EIGHT IES, AT THE TRINITY SCHOOL
IN NEW YORK, WE DRESSED SHARP. 

“The grey suit
worked. At the
Plaza we would 
load up on free

liquor and canapés
before a night of 

immaculately clad
carousing.”






